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Introduction and Safety
Introduction
Purpose of this manual
The purpose of this manual is to provide necessary information for:
•

Installation

•

Operation

•

Maintenance
CAUTION:
Failure to observe the instructions contained in this manual could result in personal injury and
property damage and may void the warranty. Read this manual carefully before installing and
using the product.
NOTICE:
Save this manual for future reference and keep it readily available.

Requesting other information
Special versions can be supplied with supplementary instruction leaflets. See the sales
contract for any modifications or special version characteristics. For instructions, situations,
or events that are not considered in this manual or in the sales documents, please contact
the nearest CIRCOR representative.
Always specify the exact product type and identification code when requesting technical
information or spare parts.

Safety
WARNING:
• The operator must be aware of the pumped fluid and take appropriate safety precautions
to prevent physical injury
• Risk of serious injury or death. If any pressure-containing device is over-pressurized, it
can explode, rupture, or discharge its contents. It is critical to take all necessary measures
to avoid over-pressurization.
• Risk of death, serious personal injury, and property damage. Installing, operating, or
maintaining the unit using any method not prescribed in this manual is prohibited.
Prohibited methods include any modification to the equipment or use of parts not provided
by CIRCOR. If there is any uncertainty regarding the appropriate use of the equipment,
please contact an CIRCOR representative before proceeding.
• Risk of serious personal injury. Applying heat to parts with internal cavities or reliefs can
cause trapped liquid to rapidly expand and result in a violent explosion. This manual
clearly identifies accepted methods for disassembling units. These methods must be
adhered to. Never apply heat to aid in part removal unless it is explicitly stated in this
manual.
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•

•

•

•

If the pump or motor is damaged or leaking, electric shock, fire, explosion, toxic release,
physical harm, or environmental damage may result. Do not operate the unit until the
problem has been corrected or repaired.
Risk of serious personal injury or property damage. Dry running may cause rotating parts
within the pump to seize to non-moving parts. Do not run dry unless the pump is
specifically supplied to support a dry run condition.
Risk of death, serious personal injury, and property damage. Heat and pressure buildup
can cause explosion, rupture, and discharge of the pumped fluid. Never operate the pump
with discharge and/or suction valves closed.
Running a pump without safety devices exposes operators to risk of serious personal
injury or death. Never operate a unit unless appropriate safety devices (pressure relief
valves, guards, etc.) are properly installed. See specific information about safety devices
in other sections of this manual.

CAUTION:
Risk of injury and/or property damage. Operating a pump in an inappropriate application can
cause over pressurization, overheating, and/or unstable operation. Do not change the service
application without the approval of an authorized CIRCOR representative.

Safety terminology and symbols
About safety messages
It is extremely important that you read, understand, and follow the safety messages and
regulations carefully before handling the product. They are published to help prevent these
hazards:
•

Personal accidents and health problems

•

Damage to the product

•

Product malfunction

Hazard levels
Hazard level

Indication

DANGER:

WARNING:

CAUTION:

NOTICE:

A hazardous situation which, if not avoided,
will result in death or serious injury

A hazardous situation which, if not avoided,
could result in death or serious injury

A hazardous situation which, if not avoided,
could result in minor or moderate injury

A potential situation which, if not avoided,
could result in undesirable conditions or
equipment damage
A practice not related to personal injury
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Hazard categories
Hazard categories can either fall under hazard levels or let specific symbols replace the
ordinary hazard level symbols.
Electrical hazards are indicated by the following specific symbol:
Electrical Hazard:

These are examples of other categories that can occur. They fall under the ordinary hazard
levels and may use complementing symbols:
•

Crush hazard

•

Cutting hazard

•

Arc flash hazard

The Ex symbol
The Ex symbol indicates safety regulations for Ex-approved products when used in
atmospheres that are potentially explosive or flammable.

Environmental safety
The work area
Always keep the station clean to allow early discovery of any emissions due to a malfunction.
Waste and emissions regulations
Observe these safety regulations regarding waste and emissions:
•

Appropriately dispose of all waste.

•

Handle and dispose of the processed liquid in compliance with applicable environmental
regulations.

•

Clean up all spills in accordance with safety and environmental procedures.

•

Report all environmental emissions to the appropriate authorities.
WARNING:
If the product has been contaminated in any way, such as from toxic/flammable chemicals or
biological agents do NOT send the product to CIRCOR unless it has been properly
decontaminated.

Electrical installation
For electrical installation recycling requirements, consult your local electric utility.

Recycling guidelines
Always follow local laws and regulations regarding recycling.
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User safety
General safety rules
These safety rules apply:
•

Always keep the work area clean.

•

Pay attention to the risks presented by gas and vapors in the work area.

•

Avoid all electrical dangers. Pay attention to risks of electric shock or arc flash hazards.

•

Always bear in mind the risk of drowning, electrical accidents, and burn injuries.

•

If operating temperatures exceed 140 oF (60 oC), measures must be taken to avoid skin
contact

Safety equipment
Use safety equipment according with the company regulations. Use this safety equipment
within the work area:
•

Protective helmet

•

Safety goggles, preferably with side shields

•

Protective shoes

•

Protective gloves

•

Gas mask

•

Hearing protection

•

First-aid kit

•

Safety devices

Electrical connections
Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local regulations. For more information about requirements,
see sections dealing specifically with electrical connections.
Precautions before work
Observe these safety precautions before you work with the product or are in connection with
the product:
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•

Provide a suitable barrier around the work area, for example, a guard rail.

•

Make sure that all safety guards are in place and secure.

•

Make sure that you have a clear path of retreat.

•

Make sure that the product cannot roll or fall over and injure people or damage property.

•

Make sure that the lifting equipment is inspected and in good condition.

•

Use a lifting harness, a safety line, and a breathing device as required.

•

Allow all system and pump components to cool before you handle them.

•

Make sure that the product has been thoroughly cleaned.

•

Disconnect and lock out power before you service the pump.

•

Check the explosion risk before you weld or use electric hand tools.
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Precautions during work
Observe these safety precautions when you work with the product or are in connection with
the product:
CAUTION:
Failure to observe the instructions contained in this manual could result in personal injury and
property damage and may void the warranty. Read this manual carefully before installing and
using the product.
•

Always wear the appropriate PPE.

•

Never work alone.

•

Stay well clear of suspended loads.

•

Always lift the product by its lifting device(s).

•

Beware of the risk of a sudden start if the product is used with an automatic control.

•

Rinse the components in water or a solvent as directed after you disassemble the pump.

•

Never exceed the maximum working pressure of the pump.

•

Never disable, remove or bypass the pump safety pressure relief valve

•

Do not open any vent or drain valve or remove any plugs while the system is pressurized.
Make sure that the pump is isolated from the system and that pressure is relieved before
you disassemble the pump, remove plugs, or disconnect piping.

•
•

Never operate a pump without a properly installed coupling guard.
The coupling guard used in an ATEX classified environment must be constructed from
a non-sparking material.

Airborne Noise
Airborne Noise of the pump is dependent on the application parameters and where it
exceeds 70 dB(A) appropriate safety measures must be taken to prevent injury. The specific sound
pressure level of each pump is included in a datasheet provided to the customer along with this
manual.

Hazardous liquids
The product is designed for use in liquids that can be hazardous to your health. Observe
these rules when you work with the product:
•

Make sure that all personnel who work with biologically hazardous liquids are vaccinated
against diseases to which they may be exposed.

•

Observe strict personal cleanliness.

•

A small amount of liquid will be present in certain areas like the seal chamber and
cavities which cannot be fully drained due to the pump geometry.

Wash the skin and eyes
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Follow these procedures for chemicals or hazardous fluids that have come into contact with
your eyes or your skin:
Condition

Action

Chemicals or hazardous 1.
fluids in eyes
2.
3.
Chemicals or hazardous 1.
fluids on skin
2.
3.

Hold your eyelids apart forcibly with your fingers.
Rinse the eyes with eyewash or running water for at least 15
minutes.
Seek medical attention.
Remove contaminated clothing.
Wash the skin with soap and water for at least 1 minute.
Seek medical attention, if necessary.

Ex-approved products
These additional instructions apply to applications where Pumps have been evaluated for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres according to Directive 2014/34/EU (ATEX) and are additional requirements to the
Safety and Operation, Installation, General Maintenance and Troubleshooting sections of this manual.

Section Contents:
Section 1 – For Your Safety (Proper Use, Operators Obligations, Materials and Liquids)
Section 2 – Explosion protection labeling (Explosion protection marking for group II category 2 and 3)
Section 3 – Installation and commissioning (Category 2 and 3).
Section 4 – Points to note during operation of pump (Operation, Maintenance, Additional measures for dust)
1. For Your Safety:
Pump is manufactured in accordance with latest state-of- the-art safety regulations. However, danger to
life and limb of user and third parties and damages to pump can arise during operation. To ensure optimal
and safe operation of pump, maintenance must be carried out by appropriately qualified expert personnel.
Work on electrical equipment must be carried out by authorized electricians in accordance with respective
national standards and electrical technology guidelines.

1.1 Operators Obligations
•

Evaluate and document the location, where the system is to be operated, and dangers from
explosions in accordance with directive Evaluate and document the operating areas of the system
for danger of explosions in accordance with Directive 99/92/EC, Annex I.

•

Ensure that directive 99/92/EC, to protect the health and safety of the employee in potentially
explosive atmospheres, is maintained.

•

Only use the pump as allowed by the explosion protection nameplate.

•

Always ensure the following.
-
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The pump is grounded.
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-

There is no contact between the coupling and coupling guard

-

Pump interior, seal chamber, auxiliary systems, inlet and outlet piping, are always completely
filled with the liquid being pumped.

•

-

The maximum permissible surface temperature of the pump is not exceeded.

-

The maximum permissible fluid medium temperature is not exceeded (see 2.3)

-

Valves on the inlet and outlet of the pump are set correctly.

-

The pump has regular maintenance and monitoring.

-

It is impossible for the pump to run dry ie, by monitoring tank levels, flow measurements, etc.

Ensure that the motors, couplings, gears and monitoring equipment supplied on site correspond to
the category and temperature class of the associated zone.

•

Note the information on order data sheet

•

Inform personnel regarding special dangers
- Danger of explosions through removal of dust buildup

•

All users must know about the risks of electric current and the chemical and physical characteristics
of the gas, the vapor, or both present in hazardous areas.

•

Any maintenance for Ex-approved products must conform to international and national standards (for
example, IEC/EN 60079-17).

•

CIRCOR disclaims all responsibility for work done by untrained and unauthorized personnel.

•

The yield stress of fasteners must be in accordance with the approval drawing and the product
specification.

•

Do not modify the equipment without approval from an authorized CIRCOR representative.

•

Only use parts that are provided by an authorized CIRCOR representative.

1.2 Materials:
All pump parts and accessories must consist of electrically conductive materials.

With combustible pumped liquids, all pressure bearing parts must be of ductile material from internal
pump pressures of 145 psi (10 bar) or greater.
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2. Explosion Protection Labeling

2.1 Temperature class and type of explosion protection marking are on nameplate.

II 3G Ex h IIC T4...T1 Gc X

___________________________ CE Label

___________________________ Symbol for explosion protected equipment

II _____________________________ Equipment group per EEC guidelines in 95/9/EEC II is other than
underground

3______________________________ Equipment Category (section 2.2 below)

G______________________________ Explosion Atmosphere (G = Gas)

h ______________________________Ignition protection reference (see 2.4 below)

T4...T1__________________________Temperature class (see 2.3 below for Special Use Conditions)

X______________________________ Ambient Temperature (see 2.5 below for Special Use Conditions)

2.2 Category
Category 2 - The frequency of occurrence of dangerous potentially explosive atmospheres is only
occasional (any faults occurring must not become a source of ignition)

Category 3 - The frequency of occurrence of dangerous potentially explosive atmospheres is
unlikely and can occur only rarely and for a short time

1. The pump guarantees a normal level of protection.
2. No unacceptable high surface temperatures may become an ignition risk during normal operation.
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2.3 Temperature Class – Flammable gases and vapors are divided into temperature classes for their
flammability on hot surfaces. Surface temperature of pump must always be less than lowest ignition
temperature in the temperature class.

Classification of maximum surface temperature for Group II Equipment
Temperature Class on

Maximum Surface Temperature

Accordance with EN 80079-36
T4

275°F (135 °C)

T3

392°F (200 °C)

T2

572°F (300 °C)

T1

842°F (450 °C)

Special Use Condition- Marking T4...T1
The maximum surface temperature depends on operating conditions. Refer to the Declaration
of Conformity for T code and Maximum Fluid Temperature indicated.
Special Use Condition – In certain pumps with mechanical seals the maximum permissible
medium temperature must not be exceeded. Refer to the Declaration of Conformity for the
maximum permissible medium temperature.

2.4 Ignition Protection Reference:
Type of Protection for non-electrical equipment

Meaning

b

Ignition source monitoring for category 2 applications

c

Safe design constructional safety

h

Mark for non-electrical equipment (not a protection
method)

2.5 Ambient Temperature:
Special Use ConditionsThe pumps conform to the ambient temperature service range specified by the application
parameters provided by the customer. Please refer to the Declaration of Conformity for the
ambient temperature range. If no range is provided, the normal ambient temperature of -20 oC
< Ta < +40 oC applies.
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3)

ATEX Measures

3.1 Installation and connection of pump (Measures depend upon category.)

3.1.1 Category 3
1

Stay within the maximum permissible temperature of the pumped fluid on the order data sheet.

2

Prevent overheating when operating in a circulating system by routing the return line from the
safety valve to the tank not into the suction pipe

3

For couplings with coupling guards:
a. Only use guards made from electrically conductive materials
b. Secure the setscrews to fix the coupling halves to the guards with medium strength
thread retaining compound.
c.

For aluminum guards, remove swarf and dirt from coupling guard

4

Ignition protection type is c = structural safety. (No additional monitoring equipment is required.)

5

For Pumps with motors supplied by the operator, motors must correspond to the requirements in
the explosion hazard area (group and category).

6

Earthing Terminals must be provided for pump units, including base plate and motor.

3.1.2 Category 2
1

Ensure there is monitoring equipment to prevent dry running. (ex. Tank level switch)
This equipment shall have a suitable level of reliability and installed with established safety
principles able to withstand expected influences during operation. This equipment shall provide
adequate warning that dry running can develop, must be capable of being checked at suitable
intervals and include the detection of loss of safety function. The equipment manufacture’s use
instructions shall specify the interval between periodic maintenance checks and include advise on
methods for detecting failure modes and actions to be taken to remedy. (Ref. EN 80079-37

Clause 6.5.1)

2

Ensure there is monitoring equipment to avoid overheating.
-

If the system controller in not suitable for monitoring, install power monitor.

-

Set monitoring according to:
The pumping parameters
The characteristic curve of the pump
The motor manufacturers’ specifications
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3

If pumped fluid is contaminated with solid particles:
a. Install temperature sensor on case surface
b

Adjust temperature monitoring device according to the manufacturer’s specifications and to
the maximum allowable temperature of the housing surface by its temperature class.

4

For pumps with separate relief valves:
a

Install a pressure relief valve in the pressure line and adjust it accordingly

b. Provide a return line into the tank

3.2 Operation
3.2.1

Stay within the maximum permissible surface temperature

Pumped liquid
Stay within the maximum permissible temperature on the order data sheet

Housing surface (Only relevant to category 2)
If the pumped liquid is contaminated with solid particles, monitor the temperature of the case surface
so that maximum permissible temperature of the housing surface does not go higher than permissible
by the temperature class on the nameplate.

3.2.2

Avoid Overheating (Only relevant to category 2)

Overheating results from the impermissible operating conditions of:
a. Dry Running
b. Operating pump while the pressure side valve is closed.
c.

Operating pump while inlet side valve is closed

d. Operating outside the pumps design parameters

Monitor motor power to detect the above problems with overheating.

3.2.3

Do not operate in an explosive atmosphere. (Only relevant to category 2)

If an explosive atmosphere occurs, switch off pump
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3.3

Maintenance (Reduce maintenance intervals for more difficult operating conditions.)

3.3.1

Maintenance to perform

1.

Check at appropriate intervals:
-

Motor and pump couplings according to manufacturer’s operating instructions

-

Deformation of guard around coupling and spacing to rotating parts

-

Functioning of monitoring devices

-

Surface temperature of pump and motor

-

Entire unit for excess vibrations

-

Pump during operation for altered running noises

2.

Change at appropriate intervals:
a. Change seal when leakage exceeds 5 drops per hour
b. Change ball bearing every 17,500 hours if found to be overheating or noisy

4. Additional measures for category 2
1. Periodically remove dust build up before thickness gets to 5 mm.
2. Remove swarf and dirt from on and below the coupling guards.

Monitoring equipment
For additional safety, use condition-monitoring devices. Condition-monitoring devices include
but are not limited to these devices:
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•

Pressure gauges / transducers / switches

•

Flow meters / switches

•

Level indicators / transducers / switches

•

Motor power measurement

•

Temperature indicators / transducers / switches

•

Vibration transducers / switches

•

Leak detectors / switches

•

Suction filter(s)
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Product warranty
Coverage
CIRCOR undertakes to remedy faults in products from CIRCOR under these conditions:
•

The faults are due to defects in design, materials, or workmanship.

•

The faults are reported to a CIRCOR representative within the warranty period.

•

The product is used only under the conditions described in this manual.

•

The monitoring equipment incorporated in the product is correctly connected and in use.

•

All service and repair work is done by CIRCOR-authorized personnel.

•

Genuine CIRCOR parts are used. Only Ex-approved spare parts and accessories
authorized by CIRCOR are used in Ex-approved products.

Limitations
The warranty does not cover faults caused by these situations:
•

Deficient maintenance

•

Improper installation

•

Modifications or changes to the product and installation made without consulting
CIRCOR

•

Incorrectly executed repair work

•

Normal wear and tear

CIRCOR assumes no liability for these situations:
•

Bodily injuries

•

Material damages

•

Economic losses

Warranty claim
CIRCOR products are high-quality products with expected reliable operation and long life.
However, should the need arise for a warranty claim, then contact your CIRCOR
representative.
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Transportation and Storage
Inspect the delivery
Inspect the package
1. Inspect the package for damaged or missing items upon delivery.
2. Note any damaged or missing items on the receipt and freight bill.
3. File a claim with the shipping company if anything is out of order.
4. If the product has been picked up at a distributor, make a claim directly to the distributor

Inspect the unit
1. Remove packing materials from the product.
Dispose of all packing materials in accordance with local regulations.
2. Inspect the product to determine if any parts have been damaged or are missing.
3. If applicable, unfasten the product by removing any screws, bolts, or straps. For your
personal safety, be careful when you handle nails and straps.
4. Contact your sales representative if anything is out of order.

Transportation guidelines
Pump handling and lifting
Precautions for moving the pump
Use care when moving pumps. Consult with a lifting and rigging specialist before lifting or
moving the pump to avoid possible damage to the pump or injury to personnel.

WARNING:
Dropping, rolling or tipping units, or applying other shock loads, can cause property damage
and personal injury. Ensure that the unit is properly supported and secure during lifting and
handling.

CAUTION:
Risk of injury or equipment damage from use of inadequate lifting devices. Ensure that all
lifting devices such as chains, straps, lifting beams, fixtures, forklifts, cranes, etc. are rated to
a sufficient capacity.
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Precautions for lifting the pump
WARNING:
Dropping, rolling or tipping units, or applying other shock loads, can cause property damage
and personal injury. Ensure that the unit is properly supported and secure during lifting and
handling.
Risk of serious personal injury or equipment damage. Proper lifting practices are critical to
safe transport of heavy equipment. Ensure that practices used are in compliance with all
applicable regulations and standards.
Lifting and handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during lifting and
handling and wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed
shoes, gloves, etc.) at all times. Seek assistance if necessary.
Safe lifting points are specifically identified in this manual. It is critical to lift the equipment only
at these points. Unless otherwise indicated on the GA or Outline drawing, integral lifting eyes
or eye bolts on pump and motor components are intended for use in lifting the individual
components only.

Transportation and Storage
NOTICE:
Make sure that the lifting equipment supports the entire assembly and is only used by
authorized personnel.
Do not attach slings, chains or ropes to shaft ends.
Lifting the pump
If the pump is not equipped with lifting eyes then lift the pump as shown in Figure 1a below,
using suitable slings or ropes under the seal housings on each end. Protect the slings, rope
and pump from potential chafing or cutting with the use of suitable protective pads.

Figure 1a: Example of the proper lifting method for a bare pump (without eyebolts)
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If the pump is equipped with lifting eyes AND these are specifically identified on the pump GA
or outline drawing as suitable for lifting the pump then proceed as follows: Lift the pump as
shown in Figure 1b below, using suitable slings, ropes or chains attached to the lifting eyes.

Figure 1b: Example of the proper lifting method for a bare pump (with eyebolts)

Baseplate-mounted units have lifting points for use with proper lifting devices. These lifting
points should be utilized as instructed on the unit GA or outline drawing

Figure 2: Example of the proper lifting method for baseplate-mounted units with a driver

18
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Storage guidelines
Long-term storage
Units are shipped on skids and suitably boxed or crated to prevent damage from normal
handling. All exterior, unpainted surfaces subject to corrosion are coated with a rust preventive
compound. Pump openings are covered with blank flanges or special covers.

A packing list is furnished itemizing the contents of the shipment. When received, check the
contents against the packing list. Report any discrepancies to Warren or you local Warren
distributor immediately.
If pump is not to be immediately installed and operated and will be stored for more than 6
months, or if pump is not to be operated for some time after installation, the unit must be cared
for as follows:

1. Select a clean dry storage location.
2. Be certain that blank flanges or cups covering pump openings are properly attached.
3. Store the unit free from heat, dirt, and vibrations.
4. Rotate pump shaft through several turns at least monthly.
5. If area where pump is stored or installed is a humid or dusty atmosphere:
•

Recoat all exterior, unpainted surfaces subject to corrosion with a rust-inhibiting compound.

•

Fill oil reservoirs completely full of oil. It is recommended that a tag be attached to the
housing indicating that it is full of oil.

•

Protect pump and driver with a plastic or canvas covering.

Fill cast iron or carbon steel pumps with oil. As an alternative the interior surfaces of the pump
can be misted with a suitable rust inhibiting compound and bagged desiccant placed in
accessible locations inside the pump. It is recommended that a tag be attached to the pump
indicating what internal preservation (e.g. filling with oil) has been made as well as the locations
of any desiccant bags.

Refer to the drive unit and coupling manufacturers for their long-term storage procedures.
For questions about possible long-term storage treatment services, please contact your local
CIRCOR sales representative.
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Product Description
General description
Product description
The Warren 2200 Series Twin-Screw pump is a positive displacement unit capable of handling
viscosities up to 100,000 SSU (21,590 cSt). The pump is made up of two sets of opposed
screws. Each set of screws conveys liquid toward the center of the pump where the discharge
port is located. Since hydraulic forces are opposite and equal, the rotor is hydraulically
balanced in the axial direction.
Casing – The casing is foot mounted with either top or side -suction and discharge nozzles
depending on application. The flanges are ASME Class 150, 300 and 600 raised-face serrated
with a 125-250 μin (3.2 to 6.3 μm) RMS finish. Other flanges are also available. The solid cast
body has thick cross sections for rigidity. Body passages are designed to eliminate dead
spaces to prevent liquid stagnation. Direct flow path from suction opening to entrance of
pumping screws has a constant area. The result is more uniform velocity changes for lower
entrance friction losses and consequently higher suction lift capabilities. Optional jacketing of
the pump body is available for the circulation of steam or thermal fluids.
Integral Screw/Shaft – Each rotor is of an integral design, meaning the entire screw and shaft
is machined out of one piece of material allowing for maximum rigidity and stiffness. This
minimizes shaft deflection, an important consideration in high-pressure service. A variety of
screw profiles are available, the selection of which is determined on the fluid characteristics
and performance goals.
Seal Chamber – The seal chambers are under suction pressure only. They are designed to
accommodate standard single in either a component or cartridge configuration. Seal chamber
tappings can be configured to support most API 682 seal plans.

On applications where

hazardous liquids are being pumped or seal leakage of the pumped fluid is objectionable, your
Warren pump can be equipped with double mechanical seals. Optional jacketing of the pump
body is available for the circulation of steam or thermal fluids. At customer request for special
applications, soft packing may be fitted in lieu of mechanical seals.
Bearing Brackets – Bearing brackets are box type for higher strength in both X and Y planes.
Added strength means greater torsional load carrying capability. Larger openings to seal
chambers or stuffing boxes allow for easier mechanical seal inspection. Bearing brackets
jacketed at the stuffing box are available to protect the mechanical seals at temperatures above
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350°F (177°C). as necessary. The brackets may be modified for seal leakage detection,
vibration sensors, pressurized flush systems, etc.
Timing Gears – Timing gears are used to transmit power from the drive to the idler shaft and
to prevent metal contact between the meshed, rotating screws. The "timing" or placement of
the gears on the shaft prevents rotational contact of the pumping screws.

This clearance

between the pumping screws relates to extended pump life and higher, average efficiency over
the life of the pump. Gears may either be spur or helical depending on the application. Factory
performed timing is easily repeated with Warren’s method of gear and screw synchronization
(timing). Gears are oil lubricated by means of a self-contained system and are sealed off from
the environment by lip seals or isolators. Forced lubrication, coolers or external cooling
systems are used when required for the given conditions of service. The gears are of steel
construction. When the helical herringbone configuration of the gear teeth is utilized it maintains
the axial positioning of the pumping screws in relation to each other.
Bearings – Radial loading is handled at four locations (five locations when helical herringbone
gears are fitted), by heavy-duty roller bearings that are sized to handle maximum loads. The
bearings are oil lubricated and sealed off from the pumped fluid by lip seals or isolators. Axial
loading on the driveshaft(s) that is generated by the pressurized system is handled by heavyduty, double row thrust bearing(s). The thrust bearings lock the driveshaft(s) in position axially.
This results in a wide temperature range capability and internal clearance stability. Bearing
cooling provisions are available for high horsepower or high ambient temperature conditions.

Wear Protection - To ensure long life in tough services, the critical pumping surfaces may be
coated. The liner bores can be coated with electrolytic applied hard chrome. The screws may
have a variety of OD coatings with hardness in excess of 60 (Rockwell C). Nitride and other
coating combinations are added features that, when combined with the chrome lined bore have
proven to be the best wear protection in the industry.

Baseplate
The fabricated steel baseplate supports the pump, driver, and accessories in accordance with
CIRCOR standards or API-676 latest Edition requirements depending on application.

Direction of rotation
The direction of rotation is normally counter clockwise when viewed look at the drive end of the
pump. The direction of rotation furnished on a specific order should be verified by checking
the pump GA or outline drawing or the direction of rotation arrow affixed to the pump.
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Nameplate information
Important information for ordering
Every pump has a nameplate that provides information about the pump. The nameplate
is located on the pump casing.
When you order spare parts, identify this pump information:
•

Model

•

Size

•

Serial number

•

Item numbers of the required parts

Item numbers can be found in the spare parts list.
Refer to the nameplate on the pump casing for most of the information. See Parts List for
item numbers.
Nameplate types
Nameplate

Description

Pump

Provides information about the hydraulic characteristics of the pump.
For Jaguar pumps the pumps size is designated in steps from smallest (J-10X) to Largest (J-80X).
The use of a hopper style body is designated by a H and the pitch of the screws by a 4 digit number.

ATEX

For example a size 30 Jaguar with a hopper style body and 1.5” screw pitch would be: J30XH-1500
If applicable, your pump unit might have an ATEX nameplate affixed to the pump, the baseplate, or the
discharge head. The nameplate provides information about the ATEX specifications of this pump.

Nameplate on the pump casing

Figure 4: Nameplate on the pump casing using SI or US units
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Nameplate field

Explanation

PUMP SIZE /TYPE

Size of the pump and any specific type identifiers

ITEM NO.

The pump BOM #

SERIAL NO.

The CIRCOR /Warren assigned serial number

ORDER

The customer order number or reference

DESIGN PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE

Range of pressure the pump is designed for when considering both maximum and
minimum temperature
Rated pump minimum and maximum temperature

SPEED

Rated pump speed range, in revolutions per minute

CAPACITY

The minimum and maximum pump flowrate when considering speed, temperature,
pressure and fluid viscosity.
The minimum and maximum pump power when considering speed, temperature,
pressure and fluid viscosity.
Highest allowable working pressure when considering both maximum and minimum
temperature
Highest allowable working temperature at maximum allowable working pressure

POWER
MAX. ALLOWABLE WORKING
PRESSURE
MAX. ALLOWABLE WORKING
TEMPERATRUE
CRITICAL SPEED
HYDRO TEST PRESSURE
UNITS

The speed at which the pump screws exhibit their 1st lateral natural frequency in
revolutions per minute
The hydrostatic pressure at 100°F (38°C) of the casing and assembled pump
respectively
The unit of measure utilized for the values of pressure, temperature and flow

ATEX nameplate

Figure 5: ATEX nameplate (generic example)
Nameplate field

Explanation

II

Group 2

2

Category 2

G/D

Pump can be used when gas and dust are present

T4

Temperature class

WARNING:
Use of equipment unsuitable for the environment can pose risks of ignition and/or explosion.
Ensure that the code classifications on the pump are compatible with the specific environment
in which the equipment is to be installed. If they are not compatible, do not operate the
equipment and contact a CIRCOR representative before proceeding.
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Pre-installation
Precautions
WARNING:
When installing in a potentially explosive environment ensure that the motor is properly
certified
All equipment being installed must be properly grounded to prevent unexpected
discharge. Discharge causes equipment damage, electric shock and can result in serious
injury. Test the ground lead to verify it is connected correctly.
NOTICE:
Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state and local regulations
Supervision by an authorized CIRCOR representative is recommended to ensure proper
installation. Improper installation may result in equipment damage or decreased performance

Pump location guidelines
Guideline

Explanation/comment

Locating the pump as near to the source
of fluid supply as possible is advisable

This minimizes the friction loss and keeps the suction piping
as short as possible.

The location should be well lit and dry
with enough room to perform routine
maintenance

This facilitates ventilation, inspection, maintenance, and
service.

Ensured space enough for rigging, lifting
equipment etc. such as a crane, hoist or
tackle..

This makes it easier to properly use the lifting equipment
and safely remove and relocate the components to a safe
location.

Protect the unit from weather and water
damage due to rain, flooding, and
freezing temperatures.

If you find it necessary to locate the unit in a pit, be sure to
make provisions to prevent flooding.

Do not install and operate the equipment Acceptable devices:
in closed systems unless the pump or
• Pressure relief valves (integral to the pump or system
system is constructed with properly-sized
mounted)
safety devices and control devices.
• Pressure controls
• Temperature controls
• Flow controls
If the system does not include these devices, consult with
the engineer in-charge before you operate the pump.
Take into consideration the occurrence of The best pump location for noise and vibration absorption is
unwanted noise and vibration.
on a concrete floor with correctly compacted and
mechanically stabilized subsoil underneath.
If the pump location is overhead,
undertake special precautions to reduce
possible noise transmission.
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Foundation requirements
Requirements
Foundations should be of suitable mass to absorb vibration and provide a rigid support for the
unit. Use reinforcing steel as necessary. For optimal vibration performance, the foundation
should weigh between two and three times the weight of the pump.

A flat, substantial concrete foundation is necessary in order to prevent strain and distortion
when you tighten the foundation bolts. A template should be made to position and hold the
foundation bolts in place while pouring the concrete. Location and sizes of bolt holes are shown
on the certified outline drawing supplied to the purchaser. Each bolt is installed in a pipe sleeve.
The pipe sleeve allows for minor adjustments in bolt spacing after foundation is in place (Fig.
3a and 3b).

Three methods commonly used to secure and prevent bolts from turning are:
•

A washer is placed between the bolt head and pipe sleeve with a lug welded to the bolt
head (Figure 3a).

•

An opening in the foundation to allow the lower bolt head to be held with a tool (Figure 3b).

•

A bolt of rod construction with a bend (sometimes called a “J” or “L” bolt). These are not
preferred as they tend to create localized high stresses in the concrete.

The length of the pipe sleeve (and the free length of the bolt that is not encased in concrete)
should be the greater of 12X the bolt diameter or 6” (150mm)

The inside diameter of the pipe sleeve should be two times the outside diameter of the bolt
Provision of a 3 part foundation bolt with a coupling and above foundation notch will allow
easier replacement of any foundation bolt that fails due to over tightening or other issue.
Foundation bolts must be long enough to allow for at least 1” (25mm) for grouting under the
base plate (See the figure below). When pump is level, the bolts should extend 0.25” (6mm)
through the nuts. Leave top surface of foundations rough for adherence of grout.
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Baseplate
1” to 2” (25mm to
50mm) gap for grout
Notch
Coupling
Foundation
Sleeve

Rubber plug

Rubber plug

Welded nut & bolt

Figure 3a: Sleeve type bolt (embedded)

Sleeve

Lower nut & plate

Figure 3b: Sleeve type bolt (pocket)

Baseplate-mounting procedures
Prepare the baseplate for mounting
This procedure assumes you have a basic knowledge of baseplate and foundation design
and installation methods. Follow industry-standard procedures, such as API RP 686 together
with this procedure before you grout the baseplate.

Make sure that all baseplate surfaces that will contact grout are free from contamination such
as debris, paint or preservative. Thoroughly clean all baseplate surfaces that will come into
contact with the grout. Be sure to use a cleaner that will not leave any residue.
NOTICE:
You may need to sandblast the surfaces of a baseplate that come into contact with the grout,
and then coat those surfaces with a primer that is grout-compatible. Refer to the grout
manufacturer’s instructions for guidance. Remove all equipment from the baseplate prior to
sandblasting.

NOTICE:
Remove all dirt, paint, preservative and debris from the mounting pads in order to ensure that
the correct leveling is achieved. Failure to do so can result in equipment damage or
decreased performance.
Make sure that all machined surfaces are free from raised edges, burrs, rust, paint, or any
other type of contamination. If necessary, use a file or grinding wheel to remove raised
edges or burrs.
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Prepare the foundation for mounting
Chip the top of the foundation to achieve a minimum of 1” (25mm) gap with the bottom of the
baseplate, in order to remove any porous, cracked or low-strength concrete. If you use a
pneumatic chisel or other air powered tool, make sure that it does not contaminate the
surface with oil or moisture.
NOTICE:
Do not chip the foundation using heavy power tools such as jackhammers. This can damage
the structural integrity of the foundation.

1. Remove any water or accumulated debris from the foundation bolt holes or sleeves using

an industrial vacuum.
2. If the baseplate uses sleeve-type bolts (recommended), it is important in order to seal the

void and to prevent grout or water from entering. Fill the gap between the sleeve and the
bolt with a flexible material such as RTV silicone or a rubber plug designed for the purpose.
3. Coat the exposed portion of the anchor bolts with paste wax in order to prevent the grout

from adhering to the anchor bolts. Do not use oils or liquid wax.
4. If recommended by the grout manufacturer instructions, coat the foundation surface with a

compatible primer.

Install and level the baseplate

Figure 4: Baseplate levelling

Baseplate
jackscrews
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1. Lower the baseplate carefully onto the foundation bolts.
2. The baseplate will rest on top of the foundation on the jackscrews provided on the baseplate.
3. Adjust the leveling jackscrews, located adjacent to the foundation bolt holes, until the

baseplate rests 1” to 2” (25mm to 50mm) above the foundation in order to allow adequate
space for grouting.
4. Level the baseplate machined equipment mounting pads to within 0.002” per ft (0.167

mm/m) of the length and width of the baseplate by adjusting the jackscrews. Use a precision
machinist’s level with a graduation sensitivity of 0.0001” per 10” (0.0025mm per 250mm),
or an equivalent laser system for this task. The maximum allowable total variation from end
to end or side to side of the baseplate, regardless of baseplate size, is 0.015” (0.38mm).
5. Wrap the portion of the jackscrew exposed below the baseplate with electrical tape and then

coat with paste wax. This facilitates removal of the jacking screws after grouting.
6. Do not use oils or liquid wax.
7. Install washers and then thread the nuts onto the foundation bolts and hand-tighten.

Install the pump, driver, and coupling
1. If the pump is not already on the baseplate, mount and fasten the pump on the baseplate
using the fasteners provided.
2. If the driver is not already on the baseplate, mount and fasten the pump on the baseplate
using the fasteners provided. Hand tighten the fasteners.
3. Install the coupling. See the installation instructions from the coupling manufacturer.

Pump-to-driver alignment
Precautions
WARNING:
Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or death.
Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any installation or
maintenance tasks.
Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific safety instructions, requirements and recommendations.
Alignment methods
There are three common alignment methods that can be used:
•

Dial indicator

•

Reverse dial indicator

•

Laser

Follow the instructions from the equipment manufacturer when you use the reverse dial
indicator or laser methods. Detailed instructions for using the dial indicator method are
contained in this chapter.
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Alignment checks
When to perform alignment checks
You must perform alignment checks under these circumstances:
•

The process temperature changes (as this will affect the thermal growth of the pump).

•

The piping connected to the pump is removed and reinstalled or replaced.

•

The pump has been serviced and/or disassembled (partially or fully).

Types of alignment checks
Type of check

When it is to be used

Initial alignment (cold alignment) Prior to operation when the pump and the driver are at ambient
check

temperature.

Final alignment (hot alignment)

After operation when the pump and the driver are at operating

check

temperature.

Initial alignment (cold alignment) checks
When

Why

Before you grout the baseplate

This ensures that alignment can be accomplished later.

After you grout the baseplate

This ensures that no changes have occurred during the grouting and
foundation bolt tightening process.

After you connect the piping

This ensures that pipe strain has not altered the alignment.
If changes have occurred, you must revise the piping arrangement
and/or piping supports to remove pipe strains on the pump flanges.

Final alignment (hot alignment) checks
When

Why

After the first run

This ensures that no unexpected movement of the pump or driver
has occurred.

Periodically

Follow the plant operating procedures for periodic checks.

Allowable dial indicator values for alignment checks
NOTICE:
The specified misalignment values are valid only at operating temperature. For cold settings,
different values must be used to account for the expected thermal expansion. Failure to do so
can result in being unable to successfully perform hot alignment.
The driver shaft initial (cold) parallel vertical alignment setting should normally be lower than
the pump shaft (unless the pump operates at a high process temperature, see the next
section). Follow the driver manufacturer's recommendations.
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When dial indicators are used to check the final alignment, the pump and drive unit are
correctly aligned when the conditions shown below are established:

Pump

Indicator maximum allowable Total Indicated

running speed

Reading (TIR) @ operating temperature

3600 RPM

0.002” (0.05mm)

1800 RPM

0.004” (0.1mm)

1200 RPM

0.006” (0.15mm)

0 to 900 RPM

0.008” (0.2mm)

Calculate the thermal expansion
Thermal expansion of the driver always has to be considered as drivers are foot mounted.
Additionally in cases where the operating temperature of the pump varies considerably from
ambient, the amount of thermal expansion in the pump/driver combination becomes important
for proper alignment of the coupling.

The following explanations and worked example illustrate the simplicity of these calculations
and the necessity that they be made.
The formula for thermal expansion is expressed as:
Thermal movement = α x Δt x (machine foot to shaft centerline distance)
The coefficient of expansion α is specific to the material of construction expressed as a value
per degree temperature of rise.
The Jaguar pump may be supplied in the following materials of construction:
Warren Specification

Generic Material

Coefficient of thermal expansion α
in/in/°F (mm/mm/°C)

A01xA

Grey Cast Iron

6.0 x 10-6 (10.8 x 10-6)

A41xA

Ductile Iron

6.5 x 10-6 (11.7 x 10-6)

B061A

Carbon Steel

6.5 x 10-6 (11.7 x 10-6)

B37xA / B407G

Austenitic Stainless Steel

8.9 x 10-6 (16 x 10-6)

Temperature rise Δt = operating temperature – ambient temperature.

The foot to shaft

centerline distance is the distance from the bottom of the pump and driver feet to the center of
their respective shafts. This information may be found on the GA or outline drawing.
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Worked Example (US units)

Ambient Temperature -

80 oF

Operating Temperature -

224 oF (driver, taken from the max. temperature for Class B)

Operating Temperature -

100 oF (pump)

Material of Construction -

Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel (pump)

Material of Construction -

Cast Steel (driver)

CL Height Pump -

13”

CL Height Driver -

11”

•

Change at pump shaft due to temperature rise = 8.9 x10-6 x (100-80) x 13” = 0.002”

•

Change at driver shaft due to temperature rise = 6.5 x10-6 x (224-80) x 11” = 0.010”

•

Difference = 0.002” – 0.010” = -0.008”

In this example, the pump should be set 0.008” higher than the driver to allow for proper
alignment at operating temperatures.

The above formula is an approximation and does not account for the influences of piping,
casing geometry and hot and cold spots created by circulation of air. Hence while it is important
to utilize the above method for cold alignment, final alignment should still be checked in the hot
condition.

The following steps should be taken to ensure proper coupling alignment during operation.
1. Calculate thermal growth and compensate accordingly when aligning the coupling.
2. Check coupling alignment while both pump and driver are hot to ensure alignment is correct
for the operating conditions.

Alignment measurement guidelines
Guideline

Explanation

Rotate the pump coupling half and the driver coupling half

This prevents an incorrect

together so that the indicator rods have contact with the same measurement.
points on the driver coupling half.
Move or shim only the driver in order to make adjustments.

This prevents strain on the piping
installations.

Make sure that the hold-down bolts for the driver feet are tight This keeps the driver stationary since
when you take indicator measurements.

movement will cause an incorrect
measurement.
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Make sure that the hold-down bolts for the driver feet are

This makes it possible to move the driver

loose before you make alignment corrections.

when you make alignment corrections.

Check the alignment again after any mechanical adjustments. This corrects any misalignments that an
adjustment may have caused.

Attach the dial indicators for alignment
You must have two dial indicators in order to complete this procedure.
Attach two dial indicators on the pump coupling half
Attach one indicator so that the indicator tip contacts the perimeter of the driver coupling half.
This indicator is used to measure parallel misalignment.
Attach the other indicator so that the indicator tip contacts the end face of
the driver coupling half. This indicator is used to measure angular
misalignment.
Angular misalignment
dial indicator

Parallel misalignment
dial indicator

Pump
Coupling half

Driver
Coupling half
Figure 5 Dial indicator attachment

1. Rotate the pump coupling half in order to check that the indicators are in contact with the
driver coupling half and do not bottom out at any point during the rotation.
2. Adjust the indicators if necessary.

Perform angular alignment for a vertical correction
1. Set the angular alignment indicator to zero at the top-center position (12 o’clock) of the
driver coupling half.
2. Rotate the angular alignment indicator to the bottom-center position (6 o’clock).
3. Record the angular alignment indicator reading.
4. Repeat the previous steps until the allowable reading value is achieved.
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When the reading

Then do this.

value is...
Negative

The coupling halves are farther apart at the bottom than at the top. To correct
this do one of the following:
• Add shims in order to raise the feet of the driver at the DE.
• Remove shims in order to lower the feet of the driver at the NDE.

Positive

The coupling halves are closer at the bottom than at the top. To correct this do
one of the following:
• Remove shims in order to lower the feet of the driver at the DE.
• Add shims in order to raise the feet of the driver at the NDE.

Figure 6 Example of incorrect vertical alignment (side view)

Perform angular alignment for a horizontal correction
1. Set the angular alignment indicator to zero on left side of the driver coupling half, 90°
from the top-center position (9 o’clock).
2. Rotate the angular alignment indicator through the top-center position to the right side,
180° from the start position (3 o’clock).
3. Record the indicator reading.
4. Repeat the previous steps until the allowable reading value is achieved.
When the reading

Then do this.

value is...
Negative

The coupling halves are farther apart on the right side than the left. To
correct this do one of the following:
• Slide the DE of the driver to the left.
• Slide the NDE of the driver to the right..

Positive

The coupling halves are closer together on the right side than the left. To
correct this do one of the following:
• Slide the DE of the driver to the right.
• Slide the NDE of the friver to the left..
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Figure 7 Example of incorrect horizontal alignment (top view)

Perform parallel alignment for a vertical correction
Refer to the "Calculate the thermal expansion" section for the proper cold alignment
value based on the driver temperature rise and the pump operating temperature.
Before you start this procedure, make sure that the dial indicators are correctly set up.
A unit is in parallel alignment when the parallel alignment indicator does not vary by
more than the table limits when measured at four points 90° apart at the operating
temperature.
NOTICE:
The specified misalignment values are valid only at operating temperature. For cold settings,
different values must be used to account for the expected thermal expansion. Failure to do so
can result in being unable to successfully perform hot alignment.
1. Set the parallel alignment indicator to zero at the top-center position (12 o’clock) of
the driver coupling half.
2. Rotate the indicator to the bottom-center position (6 o’clock).
3. Record the indicator reading.
4. Add or remove shims in equal amounts from under all driver feet.
5. Repeat the previous steps until the allowable reading value is achieved.
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When the reading
value is...

Then do this

Negative

The pump coupling half is lower than the driver coupling half. Remove
shim(s) with a thickness equal to half of the indicator reading value under
each driver foot.

Positive

The pump coupling half is higher than the driver coupling half. Add shim(s)
with a thickness equal to half of the indicator reading value to each driver
foot.
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Figure 8 Example of incorrect vertical alignment (side view)

Perform parallel alignment for a horizontal correction
Refer to the table in "Allowable indicator values for alignment checks" for the proper
alignment values.
A unit is in parallel alignment when the parallel alignment indicator does not vary by more
than the table limits when measured at four points 90° apart at the operating temperature.
1. Set the parallel alignment indicator to zero on the left side of the driver coupling half, 90°
from the top-center position (9 o’clock).
2. Rotate the indicator through the top-center position to the right side, 180° from the start
position (3 o’clock).
3. Record the indicator reading.
When the reading value is...

Then...

Negative

The driver coupling half (Y) is to the left of the pump coupling
half (X).

Positive

The driver coupling half (Y) is to the right of the pump coupling
half (X).

4. Slide the driver carefully in the appropriate direction.
5. Repeat the previous steps until the allowable reading value is achieved

NOTICE:
Make sure to move the driver evenly. (If available, using the horizontal jacking posts and
applying equal turns to each jacking screw is an effective way to do this.) Failure to do so will
negatively affect horizontal angular correction and may require re-performing the angular
alignment step.
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Figure 9 Example of incorrect horizontal alignment (top view)

Perform complete alignment for a vertical correction
Refer to "Allowable indicator values for alignment checks" for the alignment values.
A unit is in complete alignment when both the angular alignment indicator and the parallel
alignment indicator do not vary by more than the table limits when measured at two points
180° apart at the operating temperature.

NOTICE:
The specified misalignment values are valid only at operating temperature. For cold settings,
different values must be used to account for the expected thermal expansion. Failure to do so
can result in being unable to successfully perform hot alignment.
1. Set the angular and parallel dial indicators to zero at the top-center position (12 o’clock)
of the driver coupling half.
2. Rotate the indicators to the bottom-center position (6 o’clock).
3. Record the indicator readings.
4. Make corrections according to the separate instructions for angular and parallel
alignment until you obtain the allowable reading values.

Perform complete alignment for a horizontal correction
A unit is in complete alignment when both the angular alignment indicator and the parallel
alignment indicator do not vary by more than the table limits when measured at two points
180° apart at the operating temperature.
1. Set the angular and parallel dial indicators to zero at the left side of the driver coupling
half, 90° from the top-center position (9 o’clock).
2. Rotate the indicators through the top-center position to the right side, 180° from the start
position (3 o’clock).
3. Record the indicator readings.
4. Make corrections according to the separate instructions for angular and parallel
alignment until you obtain the allowable reading values.
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Grout the baseplate
Required equipment:
•

Cleaners: Do not use an oil-based cleaner, the grout will not bond to it. Refer to the
instructions provided by the grout manufacturer on suitable cleaners to be used.

•

Grout: Non-shrink cementitious grout or epoxy grout is recommended.

NOTICE:
Always use an installation contractor that is experienced in grouting similar types of equipment
and can follow the procedures detailed in API RP 686, Chapter 5; and other industry
standards. It can’t be overstated - the critical importance of a high quality grout installation in
enabling the long term reliability and performance of the equipment.
1. Clean all the areas of the baseplate that will come into contact with the grout.
2. Build a dam around the foundation. The dam must be high enough to contain the grout pour.
It is recommended that the dam height be at least 1” (25mm) higher than the final level of the
grout. If epoxy grout is to be used, the dam must include the 45° angle edge chamfer (see
also step 9.)
3. If cement type grout is used, thoroughly wet and saturate the foundation that will come into
contact with the grout for at least 24 hours prior to grout placement.
4. If epoxy type grout is used then the foundation must be completely dry.
5. Shade the foundation and equipment from sunlight for 24 hours prior to grout placement to
ensure temperature equalization has occurred.
6. Use a properly shaped temporary form on the short side of the foundation to create positive
head pressure of 6” to 8” (150mm to 200mm) and pour the grout smoothly and without
turbulence letting it flow under the baseplate. Never place grout from both sides of the
foundation.
7. Continue pouring until the grout level just above that of the lower baseplate surface.
8. If correctly mixed and poured, air entrainment in the grout should be absent or minimal.
However if necessary after the grout is poured, remove any remaining air bubbles from it by
using a suitable vibratory tool designed specifically for the release of air from grout.
9. The edge of the grout should be chamfered at a 45° angle in order to remove crack prone
square edges. The chamfer can be accomplished by building the 45° angle into the dam
form. Alternatively for cement type grouts, the chamfer can be applied after the initial
solidification of the grout.
10. Keep the foundation and equipment shaded from the sun for at least 48 hours after pouring
to allow the grout to fully set. If a cement type grout is used, wet cure all exposed areas of
grout immediately followed by application of a high solids, film forming curing compound
compliant with ASTM C309 or C1325.
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Baseplate

2nd pour of grout

Dam with
45° chamfer
1st pour of grout

Foundation

Figure 10: Arrangement of grout pour into baseplate

11. Fill the remainder of the baseplate with grout and allow the grout to set for at least 48
hours.
12. Remove the leveling jackscrews after the grout hardens in order to remove any stress
points.
13. Tighten the foundation bolts.
14. Recheck the alignment.

Perform a final “soft foot” check
A final check for soft foot should be made after completion of coupling alignment and grouting.
A soft foot condition may result in body stresses that may result in shortened bearing life. Soft
foot may be checked as follows:
1. Attach the base of a dial indicator to the base plate, placing the tip of the indicator one of the
pump’s feet.
2. Adjust the indicator to read zero.
3. Loosen the hold down bolt at the foot on which the indicator is reading.
4. If the indicator shows movement of greater than 0.002” (0.05mm) the foot is said to be “soft”.
5. Shim under the soft foot to reduce the indicator travel to less than 0.002” (0.05mm). If multiple
shims are already in place, the use of fewer, thicker shims will reduce the tendency of soft foot
to occur.
6. Repeat this process until all of the pump feet have been checked and corrected for a soft foot
condition.
If a dial indicator is not available, feeler gauges may be used.
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Pump Piping
General piping requirements and checklist
Precautions
WARNING:
Risk of premature pump failure.
Casing deformation can result in misalignment and contact with rotating parts, causing
excess heat generation and sparks. Flange loads from the piping system, including those from
the thermal expansion of the piping, must not exceed the limits of the pump.
CAUTION:
The pump is not designed to be a pipe anchor. Never draw piping into place at the
flanged connections of the pump. This can impose dangerous strains on the unit and
misalignment between the pump and driver. Pipe strain adversely affects the operation of the
pump, which results in physical injury and damage to the equipment.
Flange loads from the piping system, including those from the thermal expansion of the piping,
must not exceed the limits of the pump. Casing deformation can result in contact with rotating
parts, which can result in excess heat generation, sparks, and premature failure.
NOTICE:
Never attempt to throttle the flow from the either the suction side or discharge side of a PD
pump. This action can result in decreased performance, unexpected heat generation, and
equipment damage.
Piping guidelines
Guidelines for pump piping are given in the Hydraulic Institute Standards 9.6.6 and 9.8.
These should be referred to when making any system design.
Checklist
Check

Explanation/comment

All major piping must be
supported independently of the
pump and properly aligned with
pump flanges.
See Alignment criteria for pump
flanges.

Piping strain on the pump may cause distortion
resulting in misalignment or vibration

Keep the suction and discharge
piping as short and direct as
possible.

The pump cannot overcome deficiencies in system
design such as long runs of suction piping, possibly
undersized and containing many elbows, valves, and
particularly high points that are above the pump suction.
In such cases, the pump runs increased risk of being
noisy and with higher vibration.

Check that only the minimum
necessary fittings are used and
the fittings used are a type that
minimizes losses.

Checked

Long discharge piping runs with many fittings will
increase system losses and reduce overall efficiency.
Use long radius elbows to change direction wherever
possible.
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Do not connect the piping to the Connecting the piping without adequate pump support
pump until:
increases the risk of pipe strain
• The grout for the baseplate
or sub-base becomes hard. Piping strain on the pump may cause distortion resulting
• The hold-down bolts for the in misalignment or vibration
pump are tightened.
Check

Explanation/comment

Checked

Piping, subject to high
Piping strain on the pump (due to thermal expansion),
temperatures, must be fitted with may cause distortion resulting in misalignment or
a means of absorbing
vibration
expansion..
Make sure that all piping
components, valves and fittings,
and pump branches are clean
prior to assembly.

Twin-Screw rotors incorporate very close running
clearances, it is very important that suction side piping be
thoroughly cleaned before connecting piping to the pump
to prevent the introduction of small hard damaging
particles such as weld spatter or grit

Make sure that the isolation and
check valves are installed in the
discharge line.

Locate the check valve between the isolation valve and
the pump. This will permit inspection of the check valve.
The isolation valve is required for inspection and
maintenance of the pump. The check valve will prevent
hydraulic shock acting upon the pump and will also
prevent reverse rotation of the pump when stopping the
unit.

Fit suitable pressure relief valve
to the pump discharge

Pressure relief valves must be installed between the
discharge valve and the casing discharge flange of 2Screw pumps to protect both the pump and piping
system. The valve and piping system must be solidly
constructed of proper material with ample opening for
passage of full discharge capacity, because positive
displacement pumps can build up pressure rapidly, if the
discharge is restricted or shut off. This type of relief valve
must lead back to the source of supply or other suitable
collecting point to prevent product loss and an excessive
temperature rise of the re-circulated fluid in pump that
operate unattended.

Alignment criteria for pump flanges
If pumps have studded flanges, piping alignment is correct if flange studs are centered within
holes of pipe flanges and if pump and pipe flange faces are parallel with each other. To check
piping alignment of pumps having bolted flanges, insert flange bolts through pipe and pump
flange. If bolts are easily moved within the bolt holes and if flange faces are parallel with each
other, piping is properly aligned.

Maintain sufficient gap between flange faces for inserting the gasket. Flanges must not butt
tightly before being secured. The criteria below apply to acceptable alignment for the
flanges.
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Flange position criteria

Acceptable position

Axial

The flange gasket thickness +0.010(0.25mm), +0.040” (1mm)

Parallel

Align the flange to be parallel within 0.3° (0.063” per 12” or 1mm per
200mm).

Concentric

Studs are centered in the holes or the flange bolts can be inserted and
moved by hand.

Fastening
WARNING:
Risk of serious personal injury or property damage. Fasteners such as bolts and nuts are
critical to the safe and reliable operation of the product. Ensure appropriate use of fasteners
during installation or reassembly of the unit.
The fasteners must be the correct size and material. Any fasteners found to be corroded,
galled, stripped or otherwise damaged must be replaced. Ensure that all fasteners are
properly tightened and that there are no missing fasteners.

Suction-piping checklist
Suction-piping checks
Check

Explanation/comment

Check that any pipe elbows do not
have sharp bends.
Check that the suction piping is one or
two sizes larger than the suction inlet
of the pump.
Install an eccentric reducer between
the pump inlet and the suction piping.
(For vertical suctions a concentric
reducer can be used).
Check that the eccentric reducer at the
suction flange of the pump has the
following properties:
• Sloping side down
• Horizontal side at the top

Use long radius elbows to change direction
wherever possible.
The suction piping should never have a smaller
diameter than the suction inlet of the pump. This
minimizes the pipework friction losses leading up to
the pump.

Not applicable for pumps with a vertical suction
arrangement

Check

Explanation/comment

It is recommended that a
commissioning (temporary) suction
strainer be used.

Suction strainers help to prevent debris from
entering the pump
Recommended commissioning (temporary) strainer
mesh size:
• Viscosity<=450 SSU (86 cSt) use 60 mesh
• Viscosity>450 SSU (86 cSt) use 40 mesh
• Viscosity>1000 SSU (216 cSt) use 20 mesh

After commissioning it is
recommended an operating
(permanent) suction strainer be used.
Check that the strainer has at least five
times the area of the suction piping.
Some applications with very high
viscosities may not be able to
successfully utilize a suction strainer
due to the losses these introduce. If in
doubt consult with the system
designer.

Checked

Checked

Continuously monitor the pressure drop across the
suction strainer.
Limit the pressure drop across the strainer to 10 psi
(0.7 bar), or the vapor pressure of the pumped fluid.
System flushing is complete when the strainer
pressure drop stabilizes, and periodic inspection of
the strainer confirms that any accumulation of
debris has stopped. At this point the
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commissioning (temporary) suction strainer can be
removed.
Recommended operating (permanent) strainer
mesh size:
• Viscosity≤450 SSU (86 cSt) use 40 mesh
• Viscosity>450 SSU (86 cSt) use 20 mesh
• Viscosity>1000 SSU (216 cSt) use 12 mesh
If more than one pump operates from This recommendation helps you to achieve a higher
the same liquid source, check that
pump performance and prevent vapor locking
separate suction-piping lines are used especially with light volatile fluids
for each pump.
If necessary, make sure that the
suction piping includes a drain valve
and that it is correctly installed.
Assure adequate insulation is applied
for liquids with specific gravity less
than 0.7.

Low specific gravity fluids typically have high vapor
pressures and are sensitive to thermal gain from
the heat flow through uninsulated piping. To
assure sufficient NPSHa is these application
insulation is strongly recommended.

Liquid source below the pump
Check

Explanation/comment

Make sure that the suction piping is
free from air pockets.

This helps to prevent the occurrence of air and
cavitation in the pump inlet.

Check that the suction piping slopes
upwards from the liquid source to the
pump inlet.

This helps to eliminate any air from the pipework

Check that all joints are air-tight.

Air leaks increase the effective NPSHr of the pump

Check that a device for priming the
pump is installed – such as a foot
valve is installed.

Use a foot valve with a diameter that is at least
equivalent to the diameter of the suction piping.
Foot valves are not usually required when handling
liquids of higher viscosity

Checked

Liquid source above the pump
Check

Explanation/comment

Check that an isolation valve is
installed in the suction piping.

This allows closure of the suction line during pump
inspection and maintenance.

Make sure that the suction piping is
free from air pockets.

This helps to prevent the occurrence of air and
cavitation in the pump inlet.

Checked

Check that the piping is level or slopes This helps to eliminate any air from the pipework
downward from the liquid source.
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Make sure that no part of the suction
piping extends below the suction
flange of the pump.

This helps to eliminate the possibility of trapped air
pockets forming in the pipework

Make sure that the suction piping is
adequately submerged below the
surface of the liquid source.

This prevents air from entering the pump through a
suction vortex.
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Discharge piping checklist
Checklist
Check

Explanation/comment

Check that an isolation valve is
installed in the discharge line

The isolation valve is required for:inspection and
maintenance of the pump

Check that a check valve is installed in
the discharge line, between the
isolation valve and the pump
discharge outlet.

The location between the isolation valve and the
pump allows inspection of the check valve.
The check valve will prevent hydraulic shock acting
upon the pump and will also prevent reverse rotation
of the pump when stopping the unit.

Checked

Check that a vent valve is installed in This is only mandatory if pump operates with a
the discharge piping prior to the check suction lift.
valve.
Fit suitable pressure relief valve to the Pressure relief valves must be installed between the
pump discharge
discharge valve and the casing discharge flange of
2-Screw pumps to protect both the pump and piping
system. The valve and piping system must be
solidly constructed of proper material with ample
opening for passage of full discharge capacity,
because positive displacement pumps can build up
pressure rapidly, if the discharge is restricted or shut
off. This type of relief valve must lead back to the
source of supply or other suitable collecting point to
prevent product loss and an excessive temperature
rise of the re-circulated fluid in pump that operate
unattended.

Auxiliary-piping checklist
Precautions

CAUTION:
Risk of significant heat generation, seal failure, and possible physical injury. Sealing systems
that are not self-purging or self-venting require manual venting prior to operation. Read the
seal system supplier’s instructions to confirm venting requirements.
Running a mechanical seal dry, even momentarily, can cause seal failure and physical injury.
Never operate the pump without confirming that liquid is supplied to the mechanical seal.
Auxiliary cooling and flush systems must be operating properly to prevent excess heat
generation, sparks, and/or premature failure.
NOTICE:
Ensure auxiliary piping is installed as specified on the pump data sheet prior to startup.
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When to install
You may need to install auxiliary piping for gear / bearing cooling, mechanical seal flush, or
other special features supplied with the pump. Consult the pump GA or outline drawing for
specific auxiliary piping requirements and connection points.
Checklist
Check

Explanation/comment

Checked

Check that the minimum flow for each –
component meets or exceeds the GA /
outline drawing value
Check that the supplied pressure does –
not exceed the GA / outline drawing
maximum allowable value

Final piping checklist
Check

Explanation/comment

Checked

Check that the shaft rotates smoothly. Rotate the shaft by hand. Make sure there is no
binding or rubbing that can potentially lead to excess
heat generation or sparks.
Re-check the alignment to make sure
that pipe strain has not caused any
misalignment.
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If pipe strain exists, then correct the piping
arrangement.
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Shutdown
Preparation for startup
WARNING:
• Risk of serious physical injury or death. Exceeding any of the pump operating limits (e.g.
pressure, temperature, power, etc.) could result in equipment failure, such as explosion,
seizure, or breach of containment. Assure that the system operating conditions are within
the capabilities of the pump.
• Risk of death or serious injury. Leaking fluid can cause fire and/or burns. Ensure all
openings are sealed prior to filling the pump.
• Breach of containment can cause fire, burns, and other serious injury. Failure to follow
these precautions before starting the unit may lead to dangerous operating conditions,
equipment failure, and breach of containment.
• Risk of explosion and serious physical injury. Do not operate pump with blocked system
piping or with suction or discharge valves closed. This can result in rapid heating and
vaporization of pumped fluid.
• Risk of breach of containment and equipment damage. Ensure the pump operates only
between minimum and maximum rated flows. Operation outside of these limits can cause
high vibration, mechanical seal and/or shaft failure, and/or loss of prime.

WARNING:
• Running a pump without safety devices exposes operators to risk of serious personal
injury or death. Never operate a unit unless appropriate safety devices (guards, etc.) are
properly installed.
• Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or
death. Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any
installation or maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
Precautions
NOTICE:
• Verify the VFD and driver connections and settings before you start the pump.
• Excessive warm-up rates can cause equipment damage. Ensure the warm-up rate does
not exceed 4°F (2.2°C) per minute.
• The maximum allowable temperature change for an abnormal transient event such as
thermal shock is 150°F (83°C).
• When a cartridge mechanical seal is used, ensure that the set screws in the seal locking
ring are tightened and that the centering clips have been removed prior to startup. This
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prevents seal or shaft sleeve damage by ensuring that the seal is properly installed and
centered on the sleeve.

You must follow these precautions before you start the pump:
•

Flush and clean the system thoroughly to remove dirt or debris in the pipe system in
order to prevent premature failure at initial startup.

•

If temperatures of the pumped fluid will exceed 225°F (107°C), then warm up the pump
prior to operation. Circulate a small amount of fluid through the pump until the casing
temperature is within 50°F (28°C) of the fluid temperature. Accomplish this by flowing
fluid at 1 GPM or 0.25% of the pump rated flow, whichever is larger, into the pump casing
drain and out of the discharge nozzle (optionally, the casing vent can be included in
warm-up circuit).

•

The recommended warm up rate is 2°F to 4°F (1.1°C to 2.2°C) per minute. During the
warm up process confirm the temperature differential between the top and bottom of the
pump is less than 17°C | 30°F. Allow the pump to stabilize for 2 hours at the process fluid
temperature.
NOTICE:
For pumps with austenitic or duplex stainless steel casing construction, the temperatures
stated above must be halved. E.g. for A-8 construction the recommended warm up rate is 1°F
to 2°F (0.5°C to 1.1°C) per minute.

Check the rotation
WARNING:
Starting the pump in reverse rotation can result in the contact of metal parts, heat generation,
and breach of containment. Ensure correct driver settings prior to starting any pump.
Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or death.
Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any installation or
maintenance tasks.
Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
1. Lock out power to the driver.
2. Remove the coupling guard
3. Make sure that the coupling hubs are fastened securely to the shafts.
4. Make sure that the coupling spacer is removed.
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5. The pump is normally shipped with the coupling spacer removed.
6. Unlock power to the driver.
7. Make sure that everyone is clear, and then jog the driver long enough to determine
that the direction of rotation corresponds to the arrow on the bearing housing or
close-coupled frame.
8. Lock out power to the driver.

Couple the pump and driver
WARNING:
Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or death.
Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any installation or
maintenance tasks.
Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
1. Check the gap between the coupling hubs against the dimensions shown on the
general arrangement drawing or as stamped on the coupling hub. For any necessary
adjustment, move the driver not the pump.
2. Motors with sleeve bearings may be manufactured with end movement (float) in the
motor rotor. If specific directions for setting the motor rotor position are not indicated
in the motor instructions, then follow this procedure:
a. Slide the moto rotor towards the DE of the motor as far as it will go and mark
the shaft at the motor frame.
b. Slide the motor rotor towards the NDE of the motor as far as it will go and
mark the shaft again.
c.

Scribe a third mark on the shaft halfway between the scribe marks made in
the previous steps.

d. Adjust the driver position and/or coupling to ensure the motor rotor will be
held in that mid position when the coupling is installed.
3. Use the instructions provided from the coupling manufacturer to install the coupling.
4. Check the angular and parallel alignment of the coupling halves. See Pump-to-driver
alignment in the Installation chapter.
5. Install the coupling guard.
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WARNING:
The coupling guard used in an ATEX classified environment must be constructed from a
spark resistant material
• Running a pump without safety devices exposes operators to risk of serious personal injury
or death. Never operate a unit unless appropriate safety devices (guards, etc.) are properly
installed.
• Avoid death or serious injury. Assure mechanical seal guard is properly installed using
supplied fastening hardware.
• Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or
death. Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any installation
or maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.

Bearing lubrication
Precautions
WARNING:
Risk of explosive hazard and premature failure from sparks and heat generation. Ensure
That the bearings are properly lubricated prior to startup.

Pumps are shipped without oil
You must lubricate the gears and bearings at the job site. The gear and bearing
housings are supplied with sight glasses. Make sure that the oil level is set to the center
of the sight glass when the pump is not running. (A false level reading can occur while
the pump is running).
Purge oil-mist lubrication
Purge oil mist is an optional feature. Follow the oil-mist generator manufacturer's
instructions. Refer to the GA or outline drawing for the locations of the purge oil mist inlet
and outlet.
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Oil volume requirements
Pump Size

Drive End Housing Oil
Volume

Non Drive End Housing Oil
Volume

liter

ounces

liter

ounces

J10

0.2

6

1.2

40

J20

0.2

6

2.4

80

J30

0.2

6

3.0

100

J40

0.4

15

5.9

200

J50

0.7

25

7.3

245

J60

0.9

30

7.3

245

J70

1.5

50

15.7

530

J80

2.1

70

40.2

1360

Lubricating-oil requirements
Oil quality requirements
Use a high grade non- detergent oils with anti-foaming agents; oxidation and
corrosion inhibitors. It is suggested that the oils conform approximately to the
following characteristics.

ISO Grade
Viscosity @ 104°F (40oC)
Viscosity @ 212°F (100oC)
Minimum Viscosity Index
Flash Point oC
Gravity

150
135 to165 cSt
14 to 16 cSt
80
392°F (200°C)
28o API

Acceptable lubricants
Brand
Teresstic 150
ExxonMobil

DTE Extra Heavy

Shell

Turbo 150

Sunoco

Sunvis 775

Chevron

Regal R&O 150

Lubricate the bearings with oil
WARNING:
Risk of explosive hazard and premature failure from sparks and heat generation. Ensure
That the bearings are properly lubricated prior to startup.
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Remove the filler plug in the top of each housing. Refer to the GA or outline drawing for
location.
Fill each housing using a funnel.
Reinstall the filler plug and tighten.
Check that the oil level is correct. The correct oil level is at the center of the sight glass, when
the pump is stopped. During operation the sight glass gives a false oil level reading.

Lubricate the gear/bearings with purge-oil mist (optional)
Before lubricating with purge-oil mist, make sure that the bearing frame is properly lubricated.
1. Prepare the oil-mist generator according to the manufacturer's instructions.
2. Connect the oil-mist supply lines to the connections identified on the GA or outline
drawing.

Lubricate the gear/bearings after a shutdown period
1. Flush out the gear and bearing housings with a light oil to remove contaminants. During
flushing, make sure to rotate the shaft slowly by hand.
2. Fill each housing with the proper lubricating oil to ensure oil quality after cleaning.

Shaft sealing with a mechanical seal
Precautions
WARNING:
The mechanical seal used in an EX- classified environment must be properly certified.
for the conditions of service.

CAUTION:
Running a mechanical seal dry even momentarily can cause seal failure and physical
injury. Never operate the pump without a reliable supply of liquid to the mechanical seal.
The mechanical seal must have an appropriate seal-flush system. Failure to do so will result in
excess heat generation and seal failure.
Cooling systems such as those for bearing lubrication and mechanical-seal systems must be
operating properly to prevent excess heat generation, sparks, and premature failure
Sealing systems that are not self-purging or self-venting, such as plan 23, require manual
venting prior to operation. Failure to do so will result in excess heat generation and seal
failure. Follow seal manufacturer's guidelines for proper seal installation procedures
Shipping
Pumps may be shipped with or without a mechanical seal installed.
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Cartridge-type mechanical seals
Cartridge-type mechanical seals are commonly used. Cartridge seals are preset by the seal
manufacturer and require no field settings. Cartridge seals installed by the user require
disengagement of the holding clips prior to operation, allowing the seal to slide into place.
If the seal has been installed in the pump by CIRCOR, these clips have already been
disengaged.
Other mechanical seal types
For other types of mechanical seals, refer to the instructions provided by the seal
manufacturer for installation and setting.
Seal lubrication is required
Seal faces must have liquid film between them for proper lubrication. If customer supplied
sources of liquid must be supplied to the mechanical seal, the pump GA or outline drawings
will identify the connections that need to be made and the type/quantity of liquid that must be
supplied.

How to prime the pump with the suction supply above the
pump
1. Slowly open the suction isolation valve.
2. Open the air vents on the suction and discharge piping, the casing, the seal chamber,
and the seal piping, until all air is vented and only the pumped fluid flows out. Note that
the air vents provided varies with the configuration of the product. Refer to the pump GA
or outline drawing for specific vent locations.
3. Close the air vents.

Start the pump
WARNING:
Risk of equipment damage, seal failure and breach of containment. Ensure all flush and
cooling systems are operating correctly prior to starting pump.

NOTICE:
1. Risk of equipment damage due to dry operation. Immediately observe the pressure gauges.
If discharge pressure is not quickly attained, stop the driver immediately, reprime, and
attempt to restart the pump.
2. To avoid risk of equipment damage, observe the pump for vibration levels, bearing
temperature, and excessive noise. If normal levels are exceeded, shut down the pump and
resolve the issue.
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On frame mounted units, ensure that the oil level is correct prior to starting pump. Close
coupled pumps do not have oil lubricated bearings.
Risk of equipment damage on pure or purge-oil mist-lubricated units. Remove the viewing port
plugs to verify that oil mist is flowing properly. Reinstall the plugs after confirming
1. If the pump is jacketed for heating, introduce the heating medium and allow the pump to
heat evenly Fully open the suction valve and discharge isolation valves.
2. Open any pump/seal recirculation or cooling lines.
3. Start the driver.
4. Immediately check the pressure gauge to ensure that the pump discharge pressure is
below the maximum design pressure stated on the nameplate.
5. If the pump exceeds the maximum design pressure, perform these steps
a. Stop the driver.
b. Determine the source of restriction in the discharge piping and remove it.
c.

Restart the driver.

6. If the pump fails to produce flow, perform these steps:
a. Stop the driver.
b. Prime the pump again.
c.

Restart the driver.

7. Monitor the pump while it is operating:
8. Check the pump for bearing temperature, excessive vibration, and noise.
9. If the pump exceeds normal levels, then shut down the pump immediately and correct the
problem. A pump can exceed normal levels for many reasons. Refer to the
Troubleshooting section for information about possible solutions.
10. Repeat steps 3 through 6 until the pump runs properly.

Pump operation precautions
General considerations
Check the unit for unusual noise or vibration. Any unusual vibration or change
in sound must be investigated as it may be the first sign of impending trouble.

On pumps fitted with cooling water to timing gear housing, regulate the flow
of cooling water so that the temperature of lube oil is held between 140°F and
170°F (60°C and 77°C).
Bearing temperatures up to 180°F (82°C) are considered normal. The stability
of the temperature rather than the number of degrees is the best indication of
normal operation. A sudden increase in temperature indicates that a bearing
problem is developing, and a check of the bearing should be made.
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When bearing temperature monitoring is utilized the bearing temperature
alarm/shutdown settings should be set to
Alarm at

180°F (82°C)

Shutdown at

200°F (93°C)

NOTICE:
Never throttle the pump flow from either the discharge or suction side. This action can result in
decreased performance, unexpected heat generation, and equipment damage.
Risk of equipment damage from unexpected heat generation. Do not overload the driver.
Ensure that the pump operating conditions are suitable for the driver. The driver can overload
in these circumstances:
The viscosity of the fluid is greater than expected
The pumped fluid discharge pressure exceeds the pump rated pressure.
Check the bearing temperatures using a temperature-measuring device. Monitor the bearing
temperature frequently during initial operation in order to determine if a bearing problem
exists, as well as to establish normal bearing operating temperature.
For pumps with auxiliary piping, make sure that proper flows have been established and that
the equipment is operating properly.
Establish baseline vibration readings in order to determine normal running conditions. If the
unit is running roughly, then consult the factory.
Monitor all gauges to ensure that the pump is running at or near rating and that the suction
screen (when used) is not clogged
Operation with excessive discharge pressure

WARNING:
Risk of breach of containment and equipment damage. Excessive vibration levels can cause
damage to bearings, gears, seal chamber, and/or mechanical seal. Observe pump for
vibration levels, bearing temperature, and excessive noise. If normal levels are exceeded,
shut down and resolve.
Risk of explosion and serious physical injury. Do not operate pump with blocked system piping
or with suction or discharge valves closed. This can result in rapid heating and vaporization of
pumped fluid.
Risk of equipment damage and serious physical injury. Heat build-up can cause rotating parts
to score or seize. Observe pump for excessive heat build-up. If normal levels are exceeded,
shut down and resolve
NOTICE:
Cavitation can cause damage to the internal surfaces of the pump. Ensure net positive suction
head available (NPSHA) always exceeds NPSH required (NPSH3) as shown on the published
performance curve or datasheet of the pump
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Operation under freezing conditions

NOTICE:
Do not expose an idle pump to freezing conditions. Drain all liquid that is inside the pump and
any auxiliary equipment. Failure to do so can cause liquid to freeze and damage the pump.

Shut down the pump
WARNING:
Precautions must be taken to prevent physical injury. The pump may handle hazardous and/or
toxic fluids. Proper personal protective equipment should be worn. Pumped fluid must be
handled and disposed of in conformance with applicable environmental regulations
1. Shut down and lock out the driver to prevent accidental rotation.
2. Close the suction and discharge valves.
3. Close the cooling water and seal line valves if fitted

Make the final alignment of the pump and driver
WARNING:
• Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or
death. Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any
installation or maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
• Misalignment can cause decreased performance, equipment damage, and even
catastrophic failure leading to serious injury. Proper alignment is the responsibility of the
installer and the user of the unit. Check the alignment of all drive components prior to
operating the unit.
• Follow the coupling installation and operation procedures from the coupling manufacturer
You must check the final alignment after the pump and driver are at operating temperature.
For initial alignment instructions, see the Installation chapter.
1. Run the unit under actual operating conditions for enough time to bring the pump,
driver, and associated system to operating temperature.
2. Shut down the pump and the driver.
3. Remove the coupling guard.
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4. Check the alignment while the unit is still hot. See Pump-to-driver alignment in the
Installation chapter.
5. Reinstall the coupling guard.
6. Restart the pump and driver.

Dowelling the driver
After the unit has been running for about one week, the coupling halves must be given a final
check for possible misalignment caused by pipe strain or temperature strains. This check
must be made immediately after unit is shut down, before it has a chance to cool.

If alignment is correct and unless Circor instructs otherwise, the driver should be doweled on
diagonally opposite foot locations. Normally the pumps are doweled at the factory and the
drivers are doweled in the field. The taper pin size for doweling the driver
Position will normally be the same as the pump.

There are two methods employed by the factory for doweling the pump casing, depending on
whether the pump is operated in an application with a low or high temperature differential
between the ambient temperature during setup and the temperature of the pumped fluid.
If the temperature differential is low the pump foot on the drive end of the pump will require
taper pins installed to secure the pump to the baseplate
If the temperature differential is high the baseplate is supplied with provision to accommodate
differential temperature doweling. This design ensures the alignment between the pump and
driver is maintained while allowing the case to thermally move.

NOTICE:
You should dowel the driver only after completing the final hot alignment.

1. Run the unit under actual operating conditions for enough time to bring the pump,
driver,and associated system to operating temperature.
2. Shut down the pump and the driver.
3. Remove the coupling guard.
4. Check and confirm the alignment while the unit is still hot.
5. Dowel the driver feet. See the driver IOM for details.
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WARNING:
Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or death.
Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any installation or
maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations
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Maintenance schedule
Maintenance inspections
A maintenance schedule includes these types of inspections:
•

Daily routine inspections

•

Weekly routine inspections

•

Three-month inspections

•

Annual inspections

Shorten the inspection intervals appropriately if the pumped fluid is abrasive or corrosive or if
the environment is classified as potentially explosive.
Daily routine inspections
Perform these tasks whenever you check the pump during routine inspections:
•

Check oil level in the bearing housings.

•

Listen for unusual noise, vibration.

•

Measure the bearing temperatures.

•

Check the pump and piping for leaks.

•

Check that there is no leakage from the mechanical seal.

Weekly routine inspections
Perform these tasks every week:
•

Run any idle pumps under power.

•

Check operation of suction and discharge valves

•

Check all automatic controls and regulators

Three-month inspections
Perform these tasks every three months:
•

Check that the foundation bolts are tight.

•

Check the mechanical seal if the pump has been left idle, and replace as required.

•

Change the oil every three months (2000 hours) at minimum, or more often if there are
adverse atmospheric or other conditions that might contaminate or break down the oil.

•

Check the shaft alignment, and realign as required.

•

Check the pump and motor hold down bolts for proper tightness.

Annual inspections
Perform these inspections one time each year:
•

Check the pump flow rate against a known differential pressure.

•

Check the pump power consumption.

If the pump performance does not satisfy your process requirements, and the process
requirements have not changed, then perform these steps:
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1. Disassemble the pump in accordance with the disassembly section of this manual.
2. Inspect it in accordance with the inspection section of this manual
3. Repair or replace any worn or damaged parts.

Bearing maintenance
These bearing lubrication sections list different temperatures of the pumped fluid. If the
pump is ATEX-certified and the temperature of the pumped fluid exceeds the permitted
temperature values, then consult your Circor representative.
Bearing lubrication schedule
Type of lubrication

First lubrication

Lubrication intervals

Oil bath

Add oil before you install and

After the first 200 hours, change

start the pump. Change the oil

the oil every 2000 operating

after 200 hours for new bearings. hours or every three months.
Circulated oil

Follow the recommendations

Follow the recommendations

from the oil system manufacturer. from the oil system manufacturer.

Mechanical-seal maintenance
WARNING:
The mechanical seal used in an EX- classified environment must be properly certified.
for the conditions of service.

CAUTION:
Running a mechanical seal dry even momentarily can cause seal failure and physical
injury. Never operate the pump without a reliable supply of liquid to the mechanical seal.

Mechanical seal maintenance
In addition to the routine inspections for leakage, the mechanical seal area should be kept
free from the buildup of any crystallization of leakage, dust or debris. Maintaining a clean
environment around the mechanical seal will be beneficial in allowing detection of increased
leakage or another abnormal condition.
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Disassembly
Disassembly precautions
WARNING:
• Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or
death. Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any
installation or maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
• Risk of serious personal injury. Applying heat to parts with internal cavities or reliefs can
cause trapped liquid to rapidly expand and result in a violent explosion. This manual
clearly identifies accepted methods for disassembling units. These methods must be
adhered to. Never apply heat to aid in part removal unless it is explicitly stated in this
manual
• Handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during handling and wear
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed shoes, gloves, etc.)
at all times.
• Precautions must be taken to prevent physical injury. The pump may handle hazardous
and/or toxic fluids. Proper personal protective equipment should be worn. Pumpage must
be handled and disposed of in conformance with applicable environmental regulations.
• Risk of serious physical injury or death from rapid depressurization. Ensure pump is
isolated from system and pressure is relieved before disassembling pump, removing
plugs, opening vent or drain valves, or disconnecting piping.
• Risk of serious personal injury from exposure to hazardous or toxic liquids. A small
amount of liquid will be present in certain areas like the seal chamber upon disassembly..
CAUTION:
Avoid injury. Worn pump components can have sharp edges. Wear appropriate gloves while
handling these parts.

NOTICE:
This section of the IOM assumes that the user is trained and experienced in the assembly and
disassembly of heavy, precision, industrial rotating machinery.
**** If you have any doubts regarding your capabilities to follow the instructions while applying
appropriate levels of skill and care then please stop and seek assistance.****

Tools required
In order to disassemble the pump, you need these tools:
•

Brass drift punch

•

Cleaning agents and solvents

•

Dial indicators
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•

Drill

•

Feeler gauges

•

Hex wrenches

•

Induction heater

•

Lifting sling

•

Micrometers (inside and outside)

•

Open end wrenches

•

Press

•

Soft face hammer

•

Spanner wrench

•

Spanning type puller

•

Tap

•

Torque wrench with sockets

•

Lifting eyebolt (dependent on pump / motor size)

Prepare for disassembly
1. Close the isolation valves on the suction and discharge sides of the pump.
2. Drain the process fluid from the piping; flush the pump if necessary.
3. Disconnect all auxiliary piping, tubing, and coupling guard that will interfere with the
removal of the pump assembly.
4. Remove shaft coupling with spanning type puller
5. Remove the oil drain plugs (77) from the side of the gear housing and bottom of the
bearing cover (43) and drain the oil. Dispose of the oil in accordance with applicable
regulations

Disassembly of the two piece bracket pump (standard)
WARNING:
Lifting and handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during lifting and
handling and wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed
shoes, gloves, etc.) at all times. Seek assistance if necessary.
1. Remove nuts (34) which secure the gear housing (32) to the rear bearing bracket (13).
2. Remove gear housing (32) from rear bearing bracket (13). Outer races and rollers of
outboard roller bearing (38) will remain in gear housing (32).
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3. Remove bolt (72) if fitted. Remove nuts (15) which secure the front head (41) to the
front bearing bracket (12).
4. Remove (71) if fitted from front head (41). Remove front head (41) from front bearing
bracket (12).
5. Remove oil seal (42) from front head (41).
6. Heat and remove inner races of outboard roller bearings (38) from shafts.
7. Remove timing gear locknuts (48) and lock-washers (49).
8. Remove timing gears (50) from the shafts. Before removing the gears, match mark the
ends of the gear teeth at their point of mesh. Also, mark one gear to indicate which
shaft the gear was removed from. Gear removal is best accomplished by using two (2)
sets of gear pullers as both gears must be removed at the same time.
9. Remove timing gear keys (47) from their keyways.
10. Remove gear and bearing spacers (51). Mark one (1) spacer to indicate which shaft it
was removed from.
11. Remove nuts (82) and taper pins (79) which secure the front bearing housing (12) from
the front seal chamber housing (27)
12. Remove the front bearing housing (12) from the front seal chamber housing (27). Oil
seals (25) and the outer races and rollers of the roller bearings (23) will remain in the
housing.
13. Remove the outer races and rollers of the roller bearing (23) from the front bearing
housing (12).
14. Remove the oil seals (25) from the front bearing housing (12).
15. Remove nuts (22) and washers (74) which secure the seal gland (17) to the front seal
chamber housing (27).
16. Remove the seal gland (17) from the front seal chamber housing (27). The seal gland
busing (28) and stationary ring of the mechanical seal (16) will remain in the seal gland.
17. Remove the mechanical seal (16). The method of removal will vary with seal type. Refer
to the mechanical seal drawing for the correct procedure.
18. Remove nuts (3) and taper pins (9) which secure the front seal chamber housing (27) to
the body (1).
19. Tighten down jackscrews (66) to break the bond between the front stuffing box housing
(27) and the body (1).
20. Remove the front seal housing (27) from the body (1).
21. Remove nuts (82) and taper pins (79) which secure the rear bearing housing (13) to the
rear stuffing box housing (27).
22. Remove rear bearing bracket (13) from the rear seal housing (27). Oil seals (25) and
outer races and rollers of roller bearings (23) and thrust bearing (24) will remain in the
bracket (13).
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23. Remove outer races and rollers of roller bearing (23) from rear bearing bracket (13).
24. Remove socket head capscrews (30), shake- proof washers (31) and bearing keeper
(68) from rear bearing bracket (13).
25. Remove thrust bearing (24) from rear bearing bracket (13).
26. Remove oil seals (25) from rear bearing bracket (13).
27. Remove nuts (22) and washers (74) which secure the seal gland (17) to the rear seal
housing (27).
28. Remove seal gland (17) from the rear seal housing (27). The seal gland bushing (28)
and stationary ring of the mechanical seal (16) will remain in the seal gland.
29. Remove the mechanical seal (16). The method of removal will vary with seal type. Refer
to the mechanical seal drawing for the correct procedure.
30. Remove all the mechanical seal stationary rings (16), gland bushings (28), “O” Rings (20)
from the seal glands (17).
31. Remove nuts (3) and taper pins (9) which secure the rear seal housing (27) to the body
(1).
32. Tighten down jackscrews (66) to break the bond between the front stuffing box housing
(27) and the body (1).
33. Remove the rear seal housing (27) from the body (1).
34. Remove rotating assembly (44) (45) from the body (1).
35. Heat and remove inner races of roller bearings (23) from shafts (44) (45).
36. Remove all gaskets as necessary.

Preassembly inspections
Replacement guidelines
Casing check and replacement

WARNING:
Risk of death or serious injury. Leaking fluid can cause fire and/or burns. Replace all gaskets
and O-rings at each overhaul or disassembly. Inspect all gasket and O-ring sealing surfaces
for damage and repair or replace as necessary.
Inspect the body (1) and seal housings (27) for cracks and excessive wear or pitting.
Thoroughly clean gasket surfaces and alignment fits to remove rust and debris.
Repair or replace these parts if you notice any of these conditions:
•

Localized wear or grooving that is greater than 0.125” (3.2mm) deep

•

Pitting that is greater than 0.125” (3.2mm) deep
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•

Irregularities such as heavy scratches, corrosion, denting etc. in the casing-gasket
sealing surface. If the irregularity spans the sealing surface and and is deeper than
15% of the gasket thickness, sealing integrity is likely to be impaired.

•

Screw shaft to body clearances that exceed the values in the Minimum running
clearances table by more than 50%.
NOTICE:
When clearances between the screw shaft and body become excessive (increase by 50%),
hydraulic performance decreases substantially. High rated pressure differentials will tend to
magnify any loss of hydraulic performance.

Body and seal housings areas to inspect
The arrows point to the areas to inspect for wear on the body (1) and seal housings (27):

Screw shaft inspection
Inspect the screw shafts (44) (45). Repair or replace these parts if you notice any of these
conditions:
•

Localized wear or grooving that is greater than 0.040” (1.0mm) deep

•

Even wear in any location that is greater than 0.020” (0.5mm)

•

Screw edges that exhibit cracks, pitting or corrosion damage.

•

Screw shaft to body clearances that exceed the values in the Minimum running
clearances table by more than 50%.

Check the screw shaft balance. Rebalance the screw shaft if it exceeds ISO 1940-1 grade
16. Note that some pumps are supplied with a higher grade of balance. If in doubt refer to
the original order documentation for guidance.

NOTICE:
Protect machined surfaces while inspecting and cleaning the parts. Failure to do so may result
in equipment damage.
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NOTICE:
You must have access to the appropriate accurate fixtures equipment and balance techniques
to successfully balance the screw shafts. Do not attempt to balance the screw shafts unless
the equipment and an approved balance process is available. Failure to follow the correct
process can result in irreversible damage to the screw shaft integrity.

Cartridge mechanical seal replacement
Cartridge-type mechanical seals should be serviced by the seal manufacturer. Refer to the
instructions from the mechanical seal manufacturer for assistance.

Coupling guard replacement
Repair or replace the coupling guard if you notice corrosion or other defects.
Gaskets, O-rings, and seats replacement
WARNING:
Risk of death or serious injury. Leaking fluid can cause fire and/or burns. Replace all gaskets
and O-rings at each overhaul or disassembly. Inspect all gasket and O-ring sealing surfaces
for damage and repair or replace as necessary.

Fasteners

WARNING:
Risk of serious personal injury or property damage. Fasteners such as bolts and nuts are
critical to the safe and reliable operation of the product. Ensure appropriate use of fasteners
during installation or reassembly of the unit.
• Use fasteners of the proper size and material only.
• Replace all damaged or corroded fasteners.
• Ensure that all fasteners are properly tightened and that there are no missing fasteners.

Additional parts
Inspect and either repair or replace all other parts, if inspection indicates continued use would
be harmful to satisfactory and safe pump operation. Inspection must include these items:
•

Gear housing (32) and bearing housings (12) (13)

•

Oil seals (25) (42)

•

Bearing locknut (48)

•

Coupling key (46)

•

Bearing lockwasher (49)
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•

All nuts, bolts, and screws

Screw shaft replacement guidelines
Screw shaft measurement check
Check the mechanical seal, bearing and gear wheel fits of the screw shafts (44) (45) using
outside precision micrometers with a measurement sensitivity of 0.0001” (0.0025mm). If any
are outside the tolerances shown in the fits and tolerances table, then replace the screw
shaft.
Screw shaft inspection

NOTICE:
Do not use the screw shaft centers for the runout check as they may have been damaged
during the removal of the bearings or gears.

Screw shaft inspection

Screw shaft runout check
Using precision “V” blocks support the screw shaft at the two bearing locations shown.
Rotate the shaft slowly by gripping the coupling location. Be sure not to apply excessive
force which might deflect the shaft and can result in a false reading. Use a rigidly supported
precision dial with a measurement sensitivity of 0.0001” (0.0025mm). The measured runout
of the screw shaft should not exceed 0.002” (0.05mm) at any location.
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Bearings inspection
Condition of bearings
Do not reuse bearings as this is typically a false economy. The remaining life available on a
bearing cannot be determined through simple inspection. The condition of the bearings will
provide useful information on the operating conditions seen by the bearings in the bearing
frame.
Checklist
Perform these checks when you inspect the bearings (23) (24) (38):
•

Note the lubricant condition – color, smell, free water and residue. For example a burnt
aroma or cloudiness of the lubricant can indicate abnormal operation. In such cases
further oil analysis from a specialist company is recommended.

•

Inspect the bearings to see if they are loose, rough, or noisy when you rotate them. In
the case of separable bearings, inspect each component individually noting the location
and magnitude of wear.

•

Investigate any abnormal lubricant or bearing damage to determine the cause. If the
cause is not normal wear, correct the issue before you return the pump to service.

Replacement bearings
Replacement bearings (23) (24) (38) must be the same as, or equivalent to, those listed in
these tables.

Size

Front &
Rear
Bearing

Thrust
Bearing
(24)

Bearing Housing ID
inch (mm)
(23)

(24)

Screw shaft OD
inch (mm)

Part #

(23)

(23)

(24)

J10

MR-20
MI-16

J20

MR-24-N
MI-20-N

5206A

2.4417 (62.019) 2.0633 (52.408) 1.1811 (29.999) 1.2505 (31.763)
2.4407 (61.994) 2.0623 (52.382) 1.1806 (29.987) 1.2500 (31.750)

J30

MR-20
MI-20

5306A

2.8354 (72.019) 2.0633 (52.408) 1.1811 (30.0)
1.2505 (31.763)
2.8344 (71.994) 2.0623 (52.382) 1.1806 (29.987) 1.2500 (31.750)

J40

E5209B

3209A

3.3473 (85.021)
3.3462 (84.993)

1.7717 (45.0)
1.7711 (44.986)

1.7727 (45.027)
1.7717 (45.001)

J50

E5211B

5211A

3.9379 (100.023)
3.9367 (99.992)

2.1654 (55.0)
2.1648 (54.986)

2.1666 (55.032)
2.1659 (55.014)

J60

E5211B

5211A

3.9379 (100.023)
3.9367 (99.992)

2.1654 (55.0)
2.1648 (54.986)

2.1666 (55.032)
2.1659 (55.014)

J70

E5216B

3216A

5.5124 (140.015)
5.5112 (139.984)

3.1496 (80.0)
3.1488 (79.980)

3.1511 (80.038)
3.1504 (80.020)

J80

E5220B

5220A

7.0873 (180.017)
7.0860 (179.984)

3.9370 (100.0) 3.9389 (100.048)
3.9361 (99.977) 3.9380 (100.025)

105HCDUL 1.8511 (47.018) 1.7506 (44.465) 0.4843 (12.301) 1.0004 (25.410)
1.8502 (46.995) 1.7498 (44.445) 0.4838 (12.288) 0.9999 (25.397)
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Size

Gear
Bearing

Gear Housing ID
inch (mm)

Screw shaft OD
inch (mm)

Part #

(38)

(38)

(38)

J10

MR-18
MI-14

1.6257 (41.293)
1.6250 (41.275)

0.8754 (22.235)
0.8749 (22.222)

J20

MR-18
MI-14

1.6256 (41.290)
1.6248 (41.270)

0.8754 (22.235)
0.8749 (22.222)

J30

MR-18
MI-14

1.6256 (41.290)
1.6248 (41.270)

0.8754 (22.235)
0.8749 (22.222)

J40

E5207B

2.8354 (72.019)
2.8344 (71.994)

1.3788 (35.022)
1.3784 (35.011)

J50

E5209B

3.3473 (85.021)
3.3462 (84.993)

1.7727 (45.027)
1.7717 (45.0)

J60

E5209B

3.3473 (85.021)
3.3462 (84.993)

1.7727 (45.027)
1.7717 (45.0)

J70

E5214B

4.9221 (125.021)
4.9209 (124.991)

3.1511 (80.038)
3.1504 (80.020)

J80

E5317B

7.0873 (180.017)
7.0860 (179.984)

3.9389 (100.048)
3.9380 (100.025)

Bearing housings
Perform these checks when you inspect the bearing housings:
•

Check that the bearing housings are clean, with no burrs or other surface damage.

•

Check the bearing housing bores against the values in the bearing fits table.

•

Repair or replace housings as necessary.

Replacement oil seals
Replacement oil seals (25) (42) must be the same as, or equivalent to, those listed in this
table.

Size

Inboard oil seal (25)

DE oil seal (42)

J10

CR 12360

CR 9303

J20

CR 14832

CR 11585

J30

CR 14832

CR 11585

J40

CR 22354

CR 13386

J50

CR 27272

CR 21100

J60

CR 27272

CR 21100

J70

N 415379V

N 416011V

J80

N 455068V

N 455547V
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Running clearances
Screw shafts to body
Repair or replace the screw shafts (44) (45) and/or body (1) when the diametrical clearance
exceeds 1.5X the values shown in this table or when the hydraulic performance has
decreased to unacceptable levels. Note that pumps for high temperature or low viscosity
service may have clearances that differ from the standard shown in the table. Refer to the XSection drawing to verify the specific clearances furnished on the pump:

Size

Diameter of rotating
member at clearance

Minimum diametrical
clearance

inch

mm

inch

mm

J10

2.25

57.15

0.004

0.10

J20

3.00

76.2

0.005

0.13

J30

3.50

88.9

0.0055

0.14

J40

4.375

111.125

0.0065

0.17

J50

5.25

133.35

0.008

0.20

J60

6.25

158.75

0.009

0.23

J70

8.25

209.55

0.011

0.28

J80

10

254

0.012

0.30

Reassembly of the two piece bracket pump (standard)
WARNING:
Lifting and handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during lifting and
handling and wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed
shoes, gloves, etc.) at all times. Seek assistance if necessary.
NOTICE:
Make sure that all parts and threads are clean and that you have followed all directions under
the inspections section. Deburr parts if necessary. Apply a Molybdenum based anti-seize
compound with a 0.15 friction coefficient to all the threads.
WARNING:
Check for magnetism on the screw shafts (44) (45) and demagnetize the shaft if there is
Magnetism detected. Magnetism attracts ferritic objects to the mechanical seal, gears
and bearings which can result in excessive heat generation, sparks, and premature failure.
1. Heat and shrink inner races of roller bearings (23) onto shafts (44) (45).
2. Swab shafts (44) (45) and bores of body (1) with lubricant and insert rotors into body.
3. Install oil seals (25) into front bearing bracket (12).
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4. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearings (23) and
install outer races and rollers of roller bearings (23) into front bearing bracket (12).
5. Position gaskets (10) on both faces of body (1).
6. Slide front bearing bracket (12) over shafts (44) (45) and seat against gasket (10).
It is necessary to install lantern rings (27) if fitted and glands(17) on shafts (44)
(45) as they protrude from the stuffing boxes.
7. Slide front bearing bracket (12) over shafts (44) (45) and seat against gasket (10).
It is necessary to install lantern rings (27) if fitted and glands (17) on shafts (44)
(45) as they protrude from the stuffing boxes.
8. Align front bearing bracket (12) to body (1) with taper pins (9) and secure with
nuts (3).
9. Install oil seals (25) into rear bearing bracket (13).
10. Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearing (23) and install
outer race and rollers of roller bearing (23) into rear bearing bracket (13). (short
shaft side only).
11. Slide rear bearing bracket (13) over shafts (44) (45) and seat against gasket (10).
It is necessary to install lantern rings (27) if fitted and glands (17) on shafts (44)
(45) as they protrude from the stuffing boxes.
12. Align the rear bearing bracket (13) to the body with taper pins (9) and secure with
nuts (3).
13. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of thrust bearing (24) and
install thrust bearing into bracket by sliding over shaft (44) and tapping into place.
Tap bearing on inner race only. Refer to A-1828 or A-1893 for proper mounting of
duplex bearing J-10's only.
14. Secure thrust bearing (24) with bearing keepers (68), socket head cap screws
(30) and shake-proof washers (31).
15. Install bearings spacers (51) on shafts (44) (45) and seat against thrust bearing
(24) and roller bearing (23). Make sure spacers are installed correc tly on their
respective shafts.
16. Install bearings spacers (51) on shafts (44) (45) and seat against thrust bearing
(24) and roller bearing (23). Make sure spacers are installed correctly on their
respective shafts.
17. Install timing gear keys (47) onto shafts (44) (45).
18. Install timing gears (50) onto shafts (44) (45) making sure that they are meshed
properly at their match marks and installed on their respective shafts.
19. Secure timing gears (50) with locknuts (48) and lock washers (49).
20. Heat and shrink inner races of outboard roller bearings (38) on shafts (44) (45).
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21. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearings (38) and
install outer races and rollers of outboard roller bearings (38) into timing gear
housing (32).
22. Position gasket (29) on face of rear bearing bracket (13).
23. Install timing gear housing (32) onto rear bearing bracket (13), sealing against
gasket (29), secure with nuts (34).
24. Install oil seal (42) into front head (41).
25. Position gasket (64) on front bearing bracket (12).
26. Install front head (41) onto front bearing bracket (12), seating against gasket (64),
and secure with nuts (15). Install head cover (71) if fitted and secure with nuts (15)
and bolt (72).
27. Install pump half coupling and coupling key (46). Add lubricant to the timing gear
housing and front head at oil fittings (35). See Bearing Lubrication.
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Machinery Inspection Record Sheet
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Replacement parts
Minor Kit
The purpose of this kit is to enable the user to have immediate access to routine
maintenance parts for use during pump commissioning or for emergency repair during the
first two years of operation.

Major Kit
The purpose of this kit is to enable the user to have immediate access to routine
maintenance parts for use during pump commissioning or for emergency repair during the
first five years of operation. The kit contains a factory timed rotating assembly as well as all
the parts found in the Minor Kit.

DWG
ITEM#

SPARE PART DESCRIPTION

MINOR KIT MAJOR
QTY
KIT QTY

10
16
19

GASKET, PUMP BODY TO SEAL HOUSING
MECHANICAL-SEAL
GASKET, MECHANICAL SEAL GLAND

2
4
4

23
24
25

BEARING, ROLLER
BEARING, BALL
OIL SEAL

3
1
4

28
29
31

GLAND BUSHING
GASKET, BEARING HOUSING TO GEARBOX COVER
WASHER, SHAKEPROOF

4
1
2

38
42
49
*

BEARING, ROLLER
OIL SEAL
LOCKWASHER, GEAR
LOCTITE® 635 RETAINING COMPOUND

2
1
2
1 TUBE

*

MINOR KIT (SEE ALL ITEMS ABOVE)

1

3

NUT, DOWEL PIN ITEM #9

4

9
44
45

DOWEL PIN, BODY TO SEAL HOUSING
SCREW SHAFT, LONG
SCREW SHAFT, SHORT

4
1
1

46
47
48

KEY, COUPLING
KEY, GEAR
LOCKNUT, GEAR

1
2
2

50

GEAR, (MATCHED SET OF TWO)

1

51
79
82

SPACER, GEAR TO BEARING
DOWEL PIN, SEAL HOUSING TO BEARING HOUSING
NUT, DOWEL PIN ITEM #79

2
4
4
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Operation troubleshooting
Symptom

Cause

Remedy

The pump is not delivering
liquid.

The pump is not primed.

Re-prime the pump and check that the pump and
suction line are full of liquid.
Shorten the suction pipe and/or increase the
diameter and/or reduce the number of “lossy”
fittings .

The suction lift is too high.

The pump is rotating in the wrong direction.
The foot valve or suction pipe opening is not
submerged enough.
Air leaks into the suction line or pump

The suction pipe is clogged.
Relief valve is incorrectly set.
The pump is not producing
the rated flow.

The operating speed is too low (when a VFD
or gearbox is used)
The foot valve or suction pipe has high
losses.
Air leaks into the suction line or pump

The suction pipe is partly clogged.
Relief valve is incorrectly set.
The suction lift is too high.

The liquid is less viscous than specified
The discharge pressure is too high

The pump is worn or damaged.

Change the rotation. The rotation must match the
rotation arrow on the pump.
Increase the submersion depth.
Use a baffle in order to eliminate vortices.
Locate the source of the air leak and rectify.
Typical locations are single mechanical seals
(without quench), flange gaskets and valve stem
packings.
Remove the obstruction from the suction pipe.
Adjust relief valve to open at the set pressure
indicated on the pump nameplate.
Verify the VFD settings and correct as required.
Verify the motor and/or gearbox nameplate
speeds and change out if necessary.
Shorten the suction pipe and/or increase the
diameter and/or reduce the number of “lossy”
fittings .
Locate the source of the air leak and rectify.
Typical locations are single mechanical seals
(without quench), flange gaskets and valve stem
packings.
Remove the obstruction from the suction pipe.
Adjust relief valve to open at the set pressure
indicated on the pump nameplate.
Make sure that the suction-line shutoff valve is
fully open and that the line is unobstructed.
Verify the minimum suction pressure or liquid
level is within specification.
Verify the fluid vapor pressure is within
specification
Bring the liquid viscosity to within specification or
have the pump rerated for the new condition.
Bring the discharge pressure to within
specification or have the pump rerated for the
new condition.
Inspect and replace the pump if necessary.
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Symptom

Cause

Remedy

The pump starts pumping
but then loses suction.

The pump is not fully primed.

Re-prime the pump and check that the pump and
suction line are full of liquid.
Rearrange the piping in order to eliminate air
pockets.
Locate the source of the air leak and rectify.
Typical locations are single mechanical seals
(without quench), flange gaskets and valve stem
packings.
Verify the minimum suction pressure or liquid
level is within specification.
Verify the fluid vapor pressure is within
specification
Inspect and replace the pump if necessary.

The suction line has air or vapor pockets.
Air leaks into the suction line or pump

Off-gassing of air or vapor from the pumped
liquid

The pump is worn or damaged.
The bearings are running
hot.

The pump is noisy or
vibrates.

The pump and driver are not aligned properly. Realign the pump and driver.
The bearings are worn or damaged
The discharge pressure is too high
The operating speed is too high
There is insufficient lubrication.

Replace the bearings
Bring the discharge pressure to within
specification.
Bring the pump speed to within specification.
Check the lubricant for suitability and level.

The lubricant is not being cooled properly.

Check the cooling system.

The pump and driver are not aligned properly. Realign the pump and driver.
The pump is worn or damaged.

Inspect and replace the pump if necessary.

The motor has high vibration which is being
transmitted to the pump.
The foundation arrangement is not rigid.

Verify the source of the motor vibration and repair
as needed.
Tighten the hold-down bolts of the pump and
motor. Make sure the baseplate is properly
grouted without voids or air pockets.
Replace the bearings

The bearings are worn or damaged
The suction or discharge piping is not
anchored or properly supported.
Relief valve chatter

The suction velocity is too high.

Anchor the suction or discharge piping as
necessary according to recommendations in the
Hydraulic Institute Standards Manual.
Inspect the relief valve for damage and replace if
necessary.
Adjust relief valve to open at the set pressure
indicated on the pump nameplate.
Increase the suction pipe diameter.

The suction lift is too high.

Make sure that the suction-line shutoff valve is
fully open and that the line is unobstructed.
Verify the minimum suction pressure or liquid
level is within specification.
Verify the fluid vapor pressure and viscosity is
within specification

Off-gassing of air or vapor from the pumped
liquid

Verify the minimum suction pressure or liquid
level is within specification.
Verify the fluid vapor pressure is within
specification
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Symptom

Cause

Remedy

The mechanical seal is
leaking excessively.

The mechanical seal parts are worn.

Replace the worn parts.

The mechanical seal is overheating.

Check the flushing and cooling lines.

Suction pressure is above the rated value

Reduce the suction pressure

Barrier pressure is above the rated value

Reduce the barrier pressure

The screw shaft is scored at the mechanical
seal location.

Repair or replace the screw shaft as necessary.

The discharge line is obstructed.

Remove the discharge line obstruction.

The liquid is more viscous than specified.

Bring the liquid viscosity to within specification or
have the pump and motor rerated for the new
condition.
Bring the discharge pressure to within
specification or have the pump and motor rerated
for the new condition.

The motor requires
excessive power.

The discharge pressure is too high

The pump is worn or damaged.

Inspect and replace the pump if necessary.

Alignment troubleshooting
Symptom

Cause

Horizontal (side-to-side) alignment
cannot be obtained (angular or parallel).

The driver feet are bolt-bound.

Remedy

Loosen the pump's hold-down bolts and
slide the pump and driver until you can
achieve horizontal alignment.
The baseplate is not leveled properly and 1. Determine which corners of the
baseplate are high or low.
is twisted.
2. Remove or add shims at the
appropriate corners.
3. Realign the pump and driver.
Vertical (top-to-bottom) alignment cannot The baseplate is not leveled properly and 1. Determine if the center of the
baseplate should be raised or
be obtained (angular or parallel).
is bowed.
lowered.
2. Level screws equally at the center of
the baseplate.
3. Realign the pump and driver.
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Maximum torque values for fasteners
ASTM A193 B8 and B8M, ASTM A276 Type 304 and 316 and SAE F593
A193 B8, B8M Class 1
A276 Type 304 and 316
Bolt Diameter &
threads/inch.

Tensile Stress
Area in2
Max. preload (lbs)

Torque ft-lb (N-m)
Molybdenum Antiseize
K=0.15
2 (3)

1/4-20

0.0318

668

5/16-18

0.0524

1100

4 (5)

3/8–16

0.0775

1628

8 (11)

7/16–14

0.1063

2232

12 (16)

1/2–13

0.1419

2980

19 (26)

9/16–12

0.1819

3820

27 (37)

5/8–11

0.226

4746

37 (50)

3/4–10

0.3345

7025

66 (89)

7/8–9

0.4617

9696

103 (140)

1–8

0.6058

12722

159 (216)

1.125-7
1.125-8

0.7633
0.7904

16029
16598

225 (305)
233 (316)

1.25-7

0.9691

20351

318 (431)

1.25-8

1.000

21000

328 (445)

1.375-6

1.155

24255

417 (565)

1.375-8

1.234

25914

445 (603)

1.5-6

1.405

29505

553 (750)

1.5-8

1.492

31332

587 (796)

1.5-12

1.581

33201

623 (845)

1.625-8

1.775

37275

757 (1026)

1.75-5

1.899

39879

872 (1182)

1.75-8

2.082

43722

956 (1296)

1.875-8

2.414

50964

1188 (1611)

2-4.5

2.498

52458

1311 (1777)

2-8

2.771

58191

1455 (1973)
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ASTM A193 B7 and ASTM A320 L7
ASTM A193 B7 & ASTM A320 L7
Bolt Diameter &
threads/inch.

Tensile Stress
Area in2

1/4-20

0.0318

2337

Torque ft-lb (N-m)
Molybdenum Antiseize
K=0.15
7 (9)

5/16-18

0.0524

3851

15 (20)

Max. Preload (lbs)

3/8-16

0.0775

5696

27 (37)

7/16–14

0.1063

7813

43 (58)

1/2–13

0.1419

10430

65 (88)

9/16–12

0.1819

13370

94 (127)

5/8–11

0.2260

16611

130 (176)

3/4–10

0.3345

24586

230 (312)

7/8–9

0.4617

33935

371 (503)

1–8

0.6058

44526

557 (755)

1.125-7

0.7633

56103

789 (1070)

1.125-8
1.25-7

0.79045
0.9691

58098
71229

817 (1108)
1113 (1509)

1.25-8

1.000

73500

1148 (1556)

1.375-6

1.155

84893

1459 (1978)

1.375-8

1.234

90699

1559 (2114)

1.5-6

1.405

103268

1936 (2625)

1.5-8

1.492

109662

2056 (2788)

1.5-12

1.581

116204

2179 (2954)

1.625-8

1.775

130463

2650 (3593)

1.75-5

1.899

139577

3053 (4139)

1.75-8

2.082

153027

3347 (4538)

1.875-8

2.414

177429

4158 (5637)

2-4.5
2-8

2.498
2.771

183603
203669

4590 (6223)
5092 (6904)
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ASTM A307 Grade B, SAE Grade 2
Bolt Diameter &
threads/inch.

Tensile Stress
Area in2

Max. Preload (lbs)

Torque ft-lbs (N-m)
Molybdenum
Antiseize, K=0.15

1/4-20

0.0318

801

3 (4)

5/16-18

0.0524

1320

5 (7)

3/8–16

0.0775

1953

9 (12)

7/16–14

0.1063

2679

15 (20)

1/2–13

0.1419

3576

22 (30)

9/16–12

0.1819

4584

32 (43)

5/8–11

0.226

5695

44 (60)

3/4–10

0.3345

8429

79 (107)

7/8–9

0.4617

11635

124 (168)

1–8

0.6058

15266

191 (259)

1.125-7

0.7633

19235

270 (366)

1.125-8

0.7904

19918

280 (380)

1.25-7

0.9691

24421

382 (518)

1.25-8

1.000

25200

394 (534)

1.375-6

1.155

29106

500 (678)

1.375-8

1.234

31097

534 (724)

1.5-6

1.405

35406

664 (900)

1.5-8

1.492

37598

705 (956)

1.5-12

1.581

39841

747 (1013)

1.625-8

1.775

44730

909 (1232)

1.75-5

1.899

47855

1047 (1420)

1.75-8

2.082

52466

1148 (1556)

1.875-8

2.414

60833

1426 (1933)

2-4.5

2.498

62950

1574 (2134)

2-8

2.771

69829

1746 (2367)
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Recommended torqueing sequence for bolted joints
1. Always use a high quality calibrated torque wrench
2. Work in a “Criss-Cross” star pattern for circular joints
3. Work in a Spiral pattern for non-circular joints
4. Use the Rule of 3 for tightening
5. The first pass of tightening should be to approximately 1/3rd of the final fastener torque
6. The second pass should be to 2/3rd of the final fastener torque
7. The third pass should be to 100% of the final faster torque
8. Make one final pass to verify all the fasteners have stabilized at the target torque.
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Disassembly of “G” type pump
Disassembly precautions
WARNING:
• Failure to disconnect and lock out driver power may result in serious physical injury or
death. Always disconnect and lock out power to the driver before performing any
installation or maintenance tasks.
• Electrical connections must be made by certified electricians in compliance with all
international, national, state, and local rules.
• Refer to driver/coupling/gear manufacturer's installation and operation manuals (IOM) for
specific instructions and recommendations.
• Risk of serious personal injury. Applying heat to parts with internal cavities or reliefs can
cause trapped liquid to rapidly expand and result in a violent explosion. This manual
clearly identifies accepted methods for disassembling units. These methods must be
adhered to. Never apply heat to aid in part removal unless it is explicitly stated in this
manual
• Handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during handling and wear
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed shoes, gloves, etc.)
at all times.
• Precautions must be taken to prevent physical injury. The pump may handle hazardous
and/or toxic fluids. Proper personal protective equipment should be worn. Pumpage must
be handled and disposed of in conformance with applicable environmental regulations.
• Risk of serious physical injury or death from rapid depressurization. Ensure pump is
isolated from system and pressure is relieved before disassembling pump, removing
plugs, opening vent or drain valves, or disconnecting piping.
• Risk of serious personal injury from exposure to hazardous or toxic liquids. A small
amount of liquid will be present in certain areas like the seal chamber upon disassembly..
CAUTION:
Avoid injury. Worn pump components can have sharp edges. Wear appropriate gloves while
handling these parts.

NOTICE:
This section of the IOM assumes that the user is trained and experienced in the assembly and
disassembly of heavy, precision, industrial rotating machinery.
**** If you have any doubts regarding your capabilities to follow the instructions while applying
appropriate levels of skill and care then please stop and seek assistance.****

Tools required
In order to disassemble the pump, you need these tools:
•

Brass drift punch

•

Cleaning agents and solvents

•

Dial indicators
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•

Drill

•

Feeler gauges

•

Hex wrenches

•

Induction heater

•

Lifting sling

•

Micrometers (inside and outside)

•

Open end wrenches

•

Press

•

Soft face hammer

•

Spanner wrench

•

Spanning type puller

•

Tap

•

Torque wrench with sockets

•

Lifting eyebolt (dependent on pump / motor size)

Prepare for disassembly
1. Close the isolation valves on the suction and discharge sides of the pump.
2. Drain the process fluid from the piping; flush the pump if necessary.
3. Disconnect all auxiliary piping, tubing, and coupling guard that will interfere with the
removal of the pump assembly.
4. Remove shaft coupling with spanning type puller
5. Remove the drain plug (21) from the bottom of the gear housing and drain the fluid.
Dispose of the fluid in accordance with applicable regulations

Disassembly of the pump
WARNING:
Lifting and handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during lifting and
handling and wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed
shoes, gloves, etc.) at all times. Seek assistance if necessary.
6. Remove nuts (25) and taper pins (23) which secure the gear housing (4) to the rear bearing
bracket (2).

7. Tighten down jackscrews (40) to break the bond between the gear housing (4) and the
rear bearing bracket (2).
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8. Remove gear housing (4) from rear bearing bracket (2). Outer races and rollers of
outboard roller bearing (11) will remain in gear housing (4).

9. Heat and remove inner races of outboard roller bearings (11) from shafts.
10. Remove timing gear locknuts (13) and lock-washers (14).
11. Remove timing gears (8) from the shafts. Before removing the gears, match mark the
ends of the gear teeth at their point of mesh. Also, mark one gear to indicate which
shaft the gear was removed from. Gear removal is best accomplished by using two (2)
sets of gear pullers as both gears must be removed at the same time.
12. Remove timing gear keys (17) from their keyways.
13. Remove gear and bearing spacers (9). Mark one (1) spacer to indicate which shaft it
was removed from.
14. Remove the seal gland (30) from the front seal chamber housing (3). The seal gland
bushing (38) and stationary ring of the mechanical seal (31) will remain in the seal gland.
15. Remove the mechanical seal (15). The method of removal will vary with seal type. Refer
to the mechanical seal drawing for the correct procedure.
16. Remove nuts (25) and taper pins (73) which secure the front seal chamber housing (3) to
the front bearing housing (72).
17. Tighten down jackscrews (74) to break the bond between the front seal chamber housing
(3) and the front bearing housing (72).
18. Remove the front seal chamber housing.
19. Remove shaft bolt (68) and shaft bearing retainer (66).
20. Remove the screws (33) holding the front bearing housing (72) to the pump body (1).
21. Thread jackscrews (74) into the tapped holes in the front bearing housing (72). Tighten
the jackscrews (74) to break the bond between the front bearing housing (72) and the
pump body (1).
22. Remove the front bearing housing (72) from the pump body (1). You may need to brace
the pump rotor shafts axially to prevent them being drawn with the front bearing housing.
The outer races and rollers of the roller bearings (12) will remain in the housing. The
complete spherical roller thrust bearing will remain in the housing.
23. Remove the outer races and rollers of the roller bearing (12) from the front bearing
housing (72).
24. Remove spherical roller thrust bearing retaining screws (67), retainers (65) and retainer
shims (69). Mark the position of all retainers (65) and shims (69) using a paint pen to
ensure they can be reassembled in the correct position.
25. Remove the screws (33) holding the rear bearing housing (2) to the pump body (1).
26. Thread jackscrews (74) into the tapped holes in the rear bearing housing (2). Tighten the
jackscrews (74) to break the bond between the rear bearing housing (2) and the pump
body (1).
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27. Remove the rear bearing housing (2) from the pump body (1). The outer races and
rollers of the roller bearings (12) will remain in the housing.
28. Remove rotating assembly (6) (7) from the pump body (1).
29. Heat and remove inner races of roller bearings (12) from shafts (6) (7).
30. Heat and remove thrust washers (10) and (71) from the shafts
31. Remove all gaskets as necessary.

Reassembly of the pump
WARNING:
Lifting and handling heavy equipment poses a crush hazard. Use caution during lifting and
handling and wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, such as steel-toed
shoes, gloves, etc.) at all times. Seek assistance if necessary.
NOTICE:
Make sure that all parts and threads are clean and that you have followed all directions under
the inspections section. Deburr parts if necessary. Apply a Molybdenum based anti-seize
compound with a 0.15 friction coefficient to all the threads.
WARNING:
Check for magnetism on the screw shafts (44) (45) and demagnetize the shaft if there is
Magnetism detected. Magnetism attracts ferritic objects to the mechanical seal, gears
and bearings which can result in excessive heat generation, sparks, and premature failure.
1. Heat and install thrust washers (10) (71) onto shafts (6) (7)
2. Heat and shrink inner races of roller bearings (12) onto shafts (6) (7).
3. Swab shafts (6) (7) and bores of body (1) with lubricant and insert rotors into body.
4. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearings (12) and
install outer races and rollers of roller bearings (12) into the rear bearing bracket (2).
5. Position gaskets (39) on both faces of body (1).
6. Slide rear bearing bracket (2) over shafts (6) (7) and seat against gasket (39).
7. Align rear bearing bracket (2) to body (1) with taper pins (23) and secure with
screws (33).
8. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearing (12) and
install outer race and rollers of roller bearing (12) into front bearing bracket (72).
(long shaft side only).
9. Slide front bearing bracket (72) over shafts (6) (7) and seat against gasket (39).
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10. Align the front bearing bracket (72) to the body with taper pins (9) and secure with
nuts (3).
11. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of thrust bearing (64) and
install thrust bearing into bracket by sliding over shaft (6) and tapping into place.
Tap bearing on inner race only. Once the thrust bearing (64) is partially installed,
fit shaft bearing retainer (66) and shaft bolt (68). Tighten shaft bolt (68) to draw the shaft
(6) tight against the thrust bearing (64).
12. Secure thrust bearing (64) with bearing keepers (65), socket head cap screws
(67). Use the shims (69) as necessary to keep the bearing keepers (65) flush
and parallel with the bearing outer race.
13. Install bearings spacers (51) on shafts (44) (45) and seat against thrust bearing
(24) and roller bearing (23). Make sure spacers are installed correctly on their
respective shafts.
14. Install bearings spacers (9) on shafts (6) (7) and seat against roller bearing (12).
Make sure spacers are installed correctly on their respective shafts.
15. Install timing gear keys (17) onto shafts (6) (7).
16. Install timing gears (8) onto shafts (6) (7) making sure that they are meshed
properly at their match marks and installed on their respective shafts.
17. Secure timing gears (8) with locknuts (13) and lock washers (14).
18. Heat and shrink inner races of outboard roller bearings (11) on shafts (6) (7).
19. Apply Loctite® 635 or equivalent on the outer race O.D. of roller bearings (11) and
install outer races and rollers of outboard roller bearings (11) into timing gear
housing (4).
20. Position gasket (32) on face of rear bearing bracket (2).
21. Install timing gear housing (4) onto rear bearing bracket (2), sealing against gasket
(32), install dowels (23) , secure with nuts (25).
22. Position gasket (32) on front bearing bracket (72).
23. Install front seal chamber housing (3) onto front bearing bracket (72), seating
against gasket (32), install dowels 73 and secure with nuts (70). Install head cover
(71) if fitted and secure with nuts (15) and bolt (72).
24. Install the mechanical seal (15). The method of installation will vary with seal type. Refer
to the mechanical seal drawing for the correct procedure.
25. Install the seal gland bushing (38) and stationary ring of the mechanical seal (31) in the
Install the seal gland (30)). Install the seal gland (30) to the front seal chamber housing
(3).
26. Install pump half coupling and coupling key (18).
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